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ABSTRACT
A new design for the MIT reactor thermal column has
been developed to increase the thermal neutron flux in that
region. By removing graphite from the thermal column and
creating a cavity with graphite walls, it is possible to in-
crease the thermal neutron flux by a factor of about 30.
The location of a scattering material, such as a cold neutron
moderator, in the cavity does not greatly reduce this increase
in neutron flux, but does cause an asymmetry in the flux in-
cident on the scatterer. The flux incident on the source side
of the scatterer is approximately 60% higher than the flux in-
cident on the back side.
A cold neutron cryostat has been designed, built,
and tested in the present MIT reactor thermal column. The
cryostat consists of a 12 inch diameter aluminum sphere con-
taining D 0 ice cooled by cold gaseous helium in aluminum
coils. Te sphere is surrounded by an aluminum vacuum jacket
to form the cryostat. Initial testing indicates that the
cryostat is effective in increasing the number of long wave-
length neutrons. For a cold D 20 moderator temperature of a
-40C the measured increase in neutrons of 5 a wavelength is
about a factor of 1.8. From this experimental result it is o
estimated that there will be a factor of about 50 gain in 5 A
neutrons for a moderator temperature of 201K.
The expected neutron spectrum in the cold moderator
has also been calculated theoretically. The theory predicts
the observed increases in cold ngutron intensities; however,
it over estimates the gain in 5 A neutrons by a'bout 25%. This
difference falls within the uncertainty in the value for the
effective mass of the D 20 ice.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cold neutrons are defined as those neutrons having energies
0
less than 0.005 ev or wave-lengths longer than about 4 A. At
these wave-lengths cold neutrons become important tools in
material science because their wavelength is on the order of
lattice spacings in solids.
For several years X-rays have been used for studying
materials. Cold neutrons can now be used to extend the range of
these studies. First, X-rays interact with atoms while neutrons
interact with nuclei. Thus, cold neutrons can give more detailed
information about the lattice; for example, the magnetic dipole
moments* of the atoms making up the lattice.
Secondly, because of their much shorter interaction time
with the lattice, X-ray see the static position while cold neu-
trons see position as a function of time, and thus more infor-
mation is obtained abouu the thermal motions of the lattice.
The vibrational period of a lattice is on the order of 10 14
seconds compared with a traverse time of 10- 18seconds for an
X-ray, and 3 X 10 seconds for a 0.005 ev neutron.
The energy of the X-ray scattered from the atom is inde-
pendent of the thermal motions of the atom; whereas, a scattered
neutron can either gain or loose energy, depending on the
thermal motion of the scattering nucleus. Therefore, the cold
neutron can give information about the type and energy of the
thermal motion of the atom in the lattice (26).'
Although cold neutrons are effective tools, their use has
13
been limited because of the low intensity of beams usually
available from thermal reactors. The thermal neutron spectrum
of such a reactor is very nearly a maxwellian distribution at
the temperature of the moderator which is typically above
0
300 0 K. At this temperature the flux of 4 A neutrons is less
0
than 1/16 the maximum flux, while the flux of 8 A neutrons is
less than 1/14 the 4 A flux (27).
One method of increasing the cold neutron fraction of the
neutron spectrum is to extract the beam from near the reactor
core where t-he thermal flux is the highest and eliminate that
0
part of the spectrum with wavelengths shorter than 4 A by using
a beryllium filter; however, in this case the cold neutron beam
has a high probability of being hidden in the fast neutron and
gamma ray background. With this in-mind the obvious method of
obtaining a high intensity cold neutron beam appears to be to
increase the cold neutron fraction of the thermal spectrum
through the use of a cold moderator located where the fast
neutron and gamma ray fluxes are minimal.
Ideally the cold moderator shifts the thermal neutron
spectrum from that characteristic of the reactor temperature
(on the order of 300'K) to a spectrum characteristic of the
temperature of the cold moderator (100 0 K or less). This will
increase the relative number of low energy neutrons. To do
this it is necessary for the cold moderator to have a large
slowing down power and a low absorption cross section.
Hydrogenous materials have'high slowing down powers;
however, because of the high hydrogen absorption cross section
that increases with decreasing neutron energy, a large fraction
14
of the cold neutrons are absorbed in the moderation and the
maximum possible gain in cold neutrons is not realized. On
the other hand, non-hydrogenous materials, such as deuterium
oxide, beryllium, and graphite, with low absorption cross
sections; have relatively low slowing down powers and therefore
large volumes are needed to obtain high cold neutron gains.
Consequently a large cooling capacity is needed to maintain the
moderator at a low temperature.
Another disadvantage of hydrogenous materials is their de-
composition in a high radiation field. This presents the possi-
bility of producing hydrogen gas in sufficient quantities to
form an explosive mixture with oxygen upon warming up the
moderator. On the other hand, heavy water is less susceptible
to radiation damage (28).
To date several cold neutron sources have been located in
various reactors (27, 29, 30, 31). In general these have been
located in beam tubes of reactors and have been limited in size
to a few hundred cubic centimeters. Consequently these cold
neutron sources have not been efficient in producing high cold
neutron gains; however, they have provided valuable information
about cold moderating materials.
In 1968, installation of a helium liquifying plant was
initiated at the MIT reactor to provide coolant for an incore
cryostat to be used to study radiation damage in materials. The
plant is expected to deliver about 100 liters of liquid helium
per hour to the incore cryostat. The discharge from the incore
cryostat is expected to be gaseous helium at a temperature of
between 10 and 20 degrees Kelvin. With this large cooling
capacity available, it was decided to locate a cold neutron
source in the thermal column of the reactor. 'This location has
been selected for the following reasons.
First, with the large cooling capacity available, it is
desirable to take advantage of a large volume of non-hydrogenous
cold moderator. The thermal column provides the necessary space
for such a moderator.
Second, with a large volume moderator the induced heating
due to gamma rays and fast neutrons is appreciable. Consequently
one would like to locate the cold moderator as far as possible
from the reactor core, but still in a high thermal neutron flux.
By removing graphite from the thermal column it is possible to
create a cavity around the cold neutron source. Such a cavity
allows neutrons to stream rapidly down the thermal column with
a minimum amount of leakage out through the sides; thus, en-
hancing the thermal flux available to the cold moderator.
The purpose of this work is twofold. First, Chapters 2
through 4 discuss the optimization of the thermal column. The
effect of a cavity on the thermal flux in the thermal column
is investigated.. A detailed analysis is carried out to determine
the optimum cavity size for the maximum thermal neutron flux.
Second, Chapters 5 through 7 discuss the design, con-
struction, and testing of 15 liter cold neutron source which
is located in the present thermal column, and is to be used to
gain information about. and operating experience with a large
volume cold neutron source. Also presented are calculations of
the expected neutron spectrum in the- cold moderator.
16
Chapter 2
Hohlraum Flux Calculations
2.1. Method
A calculational model used for optimizing the thermal neu-
tron flux in the thermal column is derived in this section. The
thermal column is located between the reactor core and the heavy
water lattice facility, as shown in figure 2.1. To enhance the
thermal flux in the thermal column, it is proposed to remove
graphite from the thermal column; thus, creating a cavity or
hohlraum with graphite walls. The method used to calculate
the effect of such a cavity on the thermal flux in the thermal
column i$ the same as that used by John Madell (2) in the de-
sign of the hohlraum below the heavy water lattice facility
(figure 2.1).
Consider a cavity surrounded by reflecting walls, with .a
source of neutrons on one of the surfaces. Sinc- the cavity is
filled with air, it will be assumed that the neutrons have an
infinite mean free path in the cavity, and consequently suffer
collisions only at the walls.
Let dA(r) be a differential area located at r on one of
2
the surfaces, and G(r) be the number of neutrons/cm sec in-
cident on dA(r). Then G(r) dA(r) is the number of neutrons/
sec incident on dA(r).
Let S(r') be the number of neutron/cm 2.sec emitted.by the
source at r',.and K (r,r') be the probability that a neutron
emitted at r'reaches r. Then the number of neutrons/sec emitted
17
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by the source at r' and reaching r is given by
f S(r')K (rr')dA(r')' (2.1)
Source r'
Let K2 (r,r') be the probability that a neutron incident on
the surface at r' be scattered back into the cavity and reaches
r. Then the number of neutrons/sec reaching'r due to scatters
at r' is given by
fG(r')K 2 (r,rl)dA(r'). (2.2)
All r'
Applyin'g a steady-state.neutron balance results in
G(r)dA(r) = f G(r')K 2 (r,r')dA(rl)+f S(r')K 1 (r,rl)dA(rl).
All r' Source r' (2.3)
The above equation is exact; however, it cannot be solved
because of the unknown Kernals, K2 (r, r') and K1 (r,r'). Before
proceding, it will therefore be necessary to make some simpli-
fying assumptions. These assumptions are discussed in a latter
section of this chapter.
Since K 2 (r,r') is the probability that a neutron incident
on the surface at r' is scattered back into the cavity and
reaches r, it may be considered as the product of two proba-
bilities. First is the probability that a neutron incident on
the surface at r' be scattered back into the cavity at r'. In
diffusion theory one defines the albedo as the ratio of the num-
ber of neutrons/cm 2.sec leaving the surface to the number of
neutrons/cm 2.sec entering the surface. This is the probability
that neutrons entering the surface will be scattered back out;
however it is an average effect over the entire surface and does
19
not take into account the fact that a neutron may enter the sur-
fac-e at one point and leave at another. The first assumption
then will be that the scattering (reflection) is a surface
effect and the albedo can be defined at a point.
Second is the probability that a neutron emitted at r'
reaches r. If it is assumed that the scattered neutrons and
the source neutrons are emitted from the surface according to
Lambert's Law; that is, the probability that a neutron leaves
the surface in solid angle dw at an angle $' with respect to the
normal to the surface is given by (1),
cos $ dw (2.4)
then equation (2.3) becomes,
G(r)dA(r) = f G(r')B(r')K (r,rT)dA(r) + f S(r')K (r,r')dA(r')
All r Source r' (2.5)
where B(r') = albedo at r'
K 1 (r,r') = co $dA(r) (2.6)
r-r J = distEnce from r to rl
= angle between the normal to
dA(r) and (r-r')
cos$ rr' = Solid angle subtended by dA(r) at r'.
Using this, equation 2.4 becomes
G(r)dA(r) = f G(r')B(rt)[cos'cos$]dA(r)dA(r)
- Tr-j' 1
.All r' (2.7)
+f S(r')[2 dA(r)dA(r ).
Source r'
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Integrating over A(r.) = A gives,
/G(r.)dA(r ) =f / G(r')B(r')[~"1o ]dA(r)dA(r')-1-
A- A All r' (2.8)
+ f f S(r')[co rS ]dA(r)dA(r')
A-Source r'
In principle this equation can be solved for G(r) once
G(rl), B(r), and S(r') are specified. In general these are not
known; powever the integration over r' can be performed if it
is assumed that the surfaces can be broken up into n small sub-
areas over which these quantities remain constant. The inte-
grations can then be carried out over each subarea and the re-
sults summed to give the total integral over r'. It will also
be assumed that A is small enough that- G(r.) remains constant
over this area. Then the equation (2.8) becomes
all surfaces
G.A = E{G B fdA(r )f[coWcos ]dA(rn
1 n n IT- Lrri -n 12 -
al+EgouA r )/[c]Arkcos (2.9)
.k T-i k IA(Lk)}'
A Ak
Where G.= Average current incident on A
Gn = Average current incident on A.
n n
Bn = Average albedo for An
Sk = Average source for Ak
But,
fdA(r )f[ r ]dA(rn A Fni (2.10)
A. A
1 n
where Fni is the view factor from A to A. Thus, equation
(2.9) becomes
21
all surfaces all source
G.A. = Z G B A F . + E S A F (2.11)n n n nl k.kki(
Equation (2.11) can be -written for each of the n subareas,
resulting in n equations and-n unknowns (n G. 's).
1
Once the currents are known, it is possible to determine
the flux on each of the subareas. Since the flux is the popu-
lation of neutrons at the point of interest, it may be con-
sidered as the sum of the incident current and reflected current
from the subarea, or
Ph. = G. + RG. (2.12)
1 1 1
where Ph. is' the flux and RG. is the reflected current.
Rewriting gives
Ph. = G.[1 + B.] (2.13)
RG t
where B. i is the albedo.
G.
2.2 Rectangular Cavities
Equation (2.11) is general for any geometry; however, only
in the special case of rectangular geometry can the view fac-
tors be found analytically. Since any modification to the
thermal column can be done most easily in rectangular geometry,
the advantage of this simplifying case will be taken in doing
the optimization calculations.
Consider a rectangular cavity as shown in figure 2.2, with
a source of neutrons incident on Face 1. The J's and K'.s are
coordinates describing the position of a subarea on a particular
22
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face; for example (Jl, Kl) means that the lower- left hand corner
of a subarea on face 1 is at the position (Jl, Kl) and that it
extends from Jl to Jl +L and from Kl to Kl +L Where L is the
length of the side of the subarea. 'Also, take the subareas on
all the faces to be the same size, so that the areas in equation
2.11 cancel out. Then, using computer program notation, equation
2.11 can be written for each of the faces as
HN WN
GI(JI,KI) = E GN(JN,KN)BN(JN,KN)F(L1,L2,L3)
KN JN
Hl Wl
+ E E S(Jl,Kl)F(Ll,L2,L3)
Kl Jl
where N =1 to 6, except I
HN = maximum value of KN
WN = maximum value of JN
F = view factor
Ll, L2, L3 = coordinates describing the relative
positions of subareas.
For the view factor from a subarea on plane m to a subarea
on a parallel plane-, n:
Ll = 1 + IJm-JnI
L2 = 1 + IKm-Kni
L3 = Distance between planes.
For the view factor from a subarea on plane m to a subarea
on a perpendicular plane, n:
Ll = distance from line of intersection of plands to
subarea on m
L2 = distance of separation of the two subareas along
the line of intersection
24k
L3 = distance from line of intersection of the planes
to subarea on n.
Note that the equation for any face does not contain a term
which is the sum over that face (e.g. face 1 does not contain a
sum over the source). This is due to the fact that the sub-
areas on a given face cannot see each other (i.e., the view
factors are zero).
The solution to equation 2.14 is obtained by an iteration
technique carried out on a digital computer. That is, initial
values for the G's are given and used to calculate new values
for the G's. The initial values are then replaced by the new
values and again new values are calculated. This process is
continued until the G's converge (i.e., the calculated values a-
gree with the ones used to calculate them). A description of the
computer program (HOLCAV) used to solve equation 2.14 is given
.in appendix B.
To solve equation 2.14 it is necessary to know the source
distribution, the albedes, and the view factors. The source dis-
tribution used for optimizing the thermal column is discussed in
- Chapter 3. A derivation of the view factors and a description
of the computer programs used to evaluate them are given in
appendix A. The albedos were determined by John Madell with a
Monte Carlo calculation and are taken from his thesis.
2.3. Discussion of Assumptions
The first assumption is that the neutrons have an infinite
mean free path in the cavity. For dry. air the mean free path for
2200 m/sec neutrons is 1811.cm. The measured- temperature in
the thermal column is about 700 C (appendix D). At this tem-
perature the saturation pressure of water is 23 4 mm Hg and the
mean free path is 362 cm. A characteristic dimension for the
proposed cavity is about 127 cm; therefore, the assumption of an
infinite mean free path is valid.
The second assumption is that the albedo can be defined at
a point. Since equation 2.11 is for small subareas, this re-
quirement ca-n be relaxed somewhat, in that now the albedo must
be defined for a small area rather than for a point. This
is the same as assuming that all the neutrons that return to
th ththe cavity from the i subarea were also incident on the i
subarea. That is, neutrons do not enter the wall through one
subarea, scatter within the wall, and come out through a differ-
ent subarea. Madell investigated this problem by means of a
Monte Carlo calculation, and found that his albedos were acc.u-
rate to about one percent provided the average caurrent over a
subarea was within 10 percent of the currents incident on ad-
jacent subareas. Except for the corners of the cavity, this
condition is usually satisfied.
The third assumption is that the neutrons emerging from a
surface do so according to Lambert's Law, that is the pro-
bability of being emitted in solid angle dw at an angle $ with
the normal to the surface is
cos4d
T
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Pigford et al (3) have found that the actual distribu-
tion of neutrons being emitted from a-graphite surface is a
Placzek distribution (4), in which the neutrons emerge pre-
ferentially in the forward direction. This distribution is the
one that should be used in calculating the view factors;
however, its complicated form does not permit one to obtain
analytical expressions for the view factors. Madell found
that correcting to a Placzek distribution increased the cal-
culated fluxes by one or two percent. For this reason the
correction has not been applied in this work. This is also
justified by the excellent agreement between calculated and
measured fluxes (Chapter 3).
27
Chapter 3
Test of Model
3.1. Comparison with Experiment
Before applying the model developed in Chapter 1 to the
optimization of the thermal column, it is necessary to test
the accuracy with which it can predict neutron fluxes. The
first test .is a comparison of .the fluxes calculated by the
model with those measured by Madell in the hohlraum below the
heavy water lattice facility (figure 2.1). The model of the
hohlraum used in the calculation is shown in figure 3.1. Each
face is subdivided into 12 inch by 12 inch subareas and assigned
albedos taken from Madell's thesis.- The source distribution,
which is located on face 1, is also taken from Madell's
*thesis. The way in which the surfaces are subdivided is illus-
trated by face 1, shown in figure 3.2
The surface of interest in this calculation is the bottom
of the pedestal located on face 5 (figure 3.1). Shown in
figure 3.3 is a plot of the thermal flux on this surface.
S-ince the flux is symmetric across the pedestal only half
the surface is shown. The solid lines are the values calculated
by HOLCAV, the dashed lines are the values calculated by Madell,
and the points are the experimental values. The error in the
experimental points is +0.83%.
The differences between Madell's values and those calculated-
28
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in this work are believed to be due to a correction that has
been made to Madell's expressions for calculating the view
factors.
As can be seen there is excellent agreement between the
calculated and experimental values, except for the front edge.
This is believed to be due to assigning too low of an albedo to
these subareas. This strip lies along the edge of the pedestal
and cansequently the subareas were assigned average albedos for
12 inch squares on the edge of a plane. However, this edge is
next to cadmium, which, although it is a strong absorber, ap-
parently eliminates some of the edge effect. That is, neutrons
may not leak out the edge as fast as one would expect because of
backscatter by the cadmium, and conseqUently the albedo is
higher than in the case of an edge with no border.
3.2 Lead Shutters
The calculations involving the lead shutters do not provide
a true test of the model in that calculated results are- not com-
pared with experimental values. However, the investigation does
prove useful for testing the computer program, and provides 'a
problem for .which the results of the model being discussed can
be compared with those obtained by a Monte Carlo calculation
The location of the lead shutters is shown in figure 2.1.
These, along with a cadmium shutter, can be positioned in the one
foot gap between the graphite reflector and the thermal.*column.
The purpose of the shutters is to reduce the gamma and fast
neutron radiation in the heavy water lattice room and hohlraum
when it is necessary to work in these areas. The purpos.e of
this investigation is to determine: one, the effectiveness of
the shutters in shielding the lattice room and hohlraum; two,
how many thermal neutrons are lost due to leakage out the edges
of the one foot gap.
The shielding effect of the shutters was determined ex-
perimentally, and is discussed in Appendix C.
Since the one foot gap is essentially a cavity, it is felt
that the model discussed in Chapter 1 can be used to determine
how many neutrons are lost through the sides, and the effect
of putting a graphite lining on these edges. The model of the
lead shutter region used in these calculations is shown in
figures 3.4 and 3.5. Figure 3.4 shows the relationship between
the faces for the present situation, and figure 3.5 shows the
case of a 12 inch graphite lining on the edges of the cavity
For both cases the source on face one is taken as
Source = [ inT 2 cos[l x i]cos[8 .1i] (3-1)
V 861in. 86.l7n. 86.1in.
where S = total number of neutrons/sec emitted by the source
x and y are the vertical and horizontal distances re-
spectively from the center of face one to the position
(x,y) on face one.
2
Thus, the source in neutrons/cm -sec for a subarea with a side
of length L is
Source (subarea) = 261n.
Xfcos( .10in )cos ( 1 0 in)dxdy
subarea 3.2)
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For the case of no lining L is taken as 6.333 inches, and
for. the case of 12 inch lining, L is taken as 3.911 inches.
In the case of no lining, two edges of the cavity are a
combination of air, cadmium, and lead. In determining the
albedo for a subarea on one of these faces, air and cadmium are
assumed to have albedoes of zero; therefore, the albedo of the
subarea is the albedo of lead weighted by its area fraction.
The albedo for lead has been estimated using diffusion theory.
The other two edges of the cavity are boral. The albedos
for these edges are taken from Madell's thesis.
Shown in figure 3.6 is a plot of the centerline flux
across face 2 (the face of the thermal column). The upper curve
is the case of a 12 inch graphite lining on the edges of the
cavity, and the lower curve is the case of no lining. The
lining reduces the size of the cavity and the number of neutrons
entering it; however, the increase in albedo of the edges is so
great that there is a net increase in flux on the thermal
column face.
With no lining it is found that 68.7% of the neutrons
which enter the cavity are lost through the edges and 20.6%
are available for diffusion down the thermal column. The
remaining 10.7% are reflected back into the reflector of the
reactor. Heimberg analysed the same problem with a Monte
Carlo calculation and found that 29.3% of the neutrons en-
tering the cavity were available to the thermal column. The
difference between his value and the value of 20.6% found by
this model is due to the fact that he used lead on all four
36
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edges of the cavity rather than boral on two edges and a mix-
ture of lead, air, and cadmium on the other two edges. To de-
termine the effect of doing this, the problem was recalculated
by the view factor method using lead on all four edges. The
number of neutrons available to the thermal column was found
to be 30.5% which is in good.agreement with Heimberg's
value of 29.3%.
With the 12 inch graphite lining on the edges it is found
that the leakage through these edges is reduced to 43.3% and
the number of neutrons available to the thermal column in-
creased to 28%. This fact along with the results of the ex-
perimental investigation of the shielding effects of the lead
shutter (Appendix C) indicate that it may be advantageous
to eliminate the lead shutters and line the edges of the one
foot cavity with graphite. The optimum thickness of this
lining is discussed in the next chapter. A small gap will
still have to be left for the cadmium shutter, and provisions
made for the insertion of a temporary lead shield wherever it
is necessary to work in the.hohlraum region.
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Chapter 4
Optimization of Thermal Column
4.1 Empty Cavity
Shown in figure 4.1 is the thermal column with the pro-
posed cavity as described in section 2.1. Face 1 is the edge
of the graphite reflector surrounding the reactor and is the
source of neutrons.
The aim of this section is to determine the wall thick-
ness which will give the maximum thermal flux in the cavity.
Increasing the wall thickness increases its albedo and reduces
leakage from the cavity. From this it .can be concluded that
the maximum flux in .the cavity will occur when the wall thick-
ness is increased without limit. However, since the outside
dimensions of the thermal column are fixed any increase in
wall thickness has to be done on the inside of the cavity.
This reduces the size of face 1 and the source of neutrons.
Consequently it might be expected that an increase in wall
thickness will result in a decrease in the flux in the cavity.
To determine the optimum wall thickness, the flux on
face 2 has been calculated for four different wall thicknesses:
zero inches, eight inches, 12 inches, and 16 inches. For each
wall thickness, three end.condit-ions have been-used: (a)
no end (face 2 albedo = 0), which gives the lowest possible
flux; (b) infinite end (face 2 albedo = 1), which gives the high-
est possible flux; and (c) 32 .inches of graphite, which .is the
actual situation.
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The source is the same as that used in the- lead shutter
problem, section 3.2. The subarea sizes used in the various
cases are given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1
Length of Subarea Edge
Wall Thickness, inches L, inches
0 6.333
8 6.061
12 5.633
16 6.308
Shown in figure 4.2 is a plot of the flux on face two as
a function of wall thickness and end condition. Shown is both
the average flux and the peak flux. The curves have been nor-
malized to the average .flux for the case of no walls and no
end. As is expected, for any wall thickness' the larger the
albedo of face 2, the larger the flux. Also, the albedo of
face 2 has a larger effect as the walls get thicker, because
leakage out through the sides is smaller.
For the case of no end, the flux increases with wall
thickness up to about 10 inches. At this point the reduction
in source due to thb reuluction in cavity size becomes impor-
tant and the curve begins to decrease slightly. For the dases
of a 32 inch end and and infinite end, the flux continues to
increase for wall thicknesses greater than 8 inches; however
beyond 8 inches, the rate of increase drops off rapidly.
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Since it would be desirable to have as much space as possible
for the location of a large cold neutron cryostat, the walls
should be kept as thin as possible. Thus, it can be concluded
that the optimum wall thickness is about 8 inches.
4.2 Comparison with a Solid Thermal Column
Since the object of the hohlraum is to increase the
thermal flux in the thermal column, the flux calculated for
face 2 should be compared with the flux at the same position
in the present thermal column. The thermal column, shown in
figure 3.4, can be considered in two.sections. From diffusion
theory, the flux for each section can be written as,
Acos os Y[Ylz+K eYiz-,o<z<d (4.1)
= Bcos _coslrysinhy (E-z), d<z<e (4.2)2 c 
where = extrapolated height of first section
5extrapolated width of first sectioh
d = length of first section
= extrapolated height and width of second section
e = overall length of thermal column
e = extrapolated length of thermal column
Y2 2 + (H)2 + (.I)2
2 1
Y2 E2 + 2 2)
A, B, and K are constants determined from the boundry1
conditions,
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$1i $2 at z = d
- 2.L at z = d
$i = to at z = 0
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
where $O is the flux on the face of the thermal column cal-
culated in the lead shutter problem, Section 3.2.
Applying these. boundry conditions gives
(4.6)-2yid 1KI = e Y 2Tanhy2(E-d)-l
yi
2Tanh y2 (-d) )+1
B = A( )2 e-Yid+Kieyid sin(U/E-l)f/2 + sin(Z/Ei+l)Tr/2
' sinhY2(5-d) V/E-1 /E+l
sin(U/5-l)ff/2 + sin(Z/U+l)ff/2
E/5-1 Z /5+1*
and
4 . rXai .f Wi . YaiA =[ l+KI i[sin. - sinE-]Xi[sin-5a
a a 5
where for he *th. = $ for the it subarea on the
face
(47)
.rYii
-sin I
(4.8)
thermal column
Xii, Yii = Lower limits
Xai, Yai = Upper limits
of X and.'Y for
of X and Y for
a = 63.82 inches
b = 63.43 inches
c = 72.00 inches
d = 38.78 inches
e = 70.78 inches
7 = 65.24 inches
B = 64.85 inches
E = 73.42 inches
9 = 71.149 inches
Using,
ith
.th
subarea.
subarea.
L = 54.lcm.
Y:= 0.082885/in.
Y2 =0.076591/in.
gives
K = 5.2975 X 10-5
1 ~-4 2.A = S(1.6388 X 10 )n/cm 'sec
S(9.7303 X 10- )n/cm2 sec.
where S is defined in Section 3.2.
Therefore, the flux in the thermal column can be written
as,
n Trx 7ry
S(1.6388 X 10~ cmz -sec)cos(65.24 in)cos (64.85in)
X[e0.082885z + 5.2975 X 10-5e0.0 8 28 95z1,0<z<38.78in
= SC9.7-303 X 10 cm -sec)cos( 73.42in)Cos( 73.42in
Xsinh[0.076591(71.49in-z)],38.78in<z<70.78in
(4.9)
and the average flux at z =. 38.78 inches as
Tr 2SC2.8775 X 10 )n/cm *sec. (4.10)
The average flux at the same position (Face 2) of a
cavity having eight inch thick walls is
= S(9.3090 X 10- 5)n/cm2 -sec; (4.11)
thus, the hohlraum increases the flux in the thermal column by
a factor of 32.35.
4.3 Effect of Coolant Pipes
It is proposed to locate the coolant pipes of the reactor
in the region presently occupied by the lead shutters, as shown
in figure 4.3.
COOLANT
PIPES
FIG. 4.3 LOCATION OF COOLANT PIPES
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The pipes are eight inch diameter aluminum pipes and the
coolant is light water.
The purpose of this section is to determine the effect
of the pipes on the flux in the thermal column hohlraum.
To determine the effect of the coolant pipes it is
necessary to know the combined albedo of the light water and
the aluminum. The albedo of the water is taken as
dBw = 1-2~ coth(t/L)
d (4.12)
1+2 f coth(t/L)
where D diffusion Coefficient = 0.141cm
L = diffusion Length = 2.75 cm
t = thickness = 8 inches
the value of the water albedo becomes
Bw = 0.81398.
Since the aluminum pipe is thin, .diffusion theory cannot
be applied; however, the effect of the aluminum can be con-
servatively estimated by multiplying the albedo of the water.
by the factor
e-2 tt (4.13)
where Et = total cross section = 0..09850/cm
t = pipe thickness = 5/16 inch
Application of this factor reduces the albedo to 0.69615.
The case with 8 inch thick walls and a 32 inch thick end
has been recalculated with the coolant pipes located as shown
in figure 4.3. The average flux on face two has been found
to be
= S(8.6986 x 10-5)n/cm 2 -sec (4.14)
which is 6.55% lower than the case with no coolant pipes.
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4.4 Plane Object in Cavity
Up to this point, the calculations involving the op-
timization of the thermal column have been limited to an
empty cavity. In the real situation the cold neutron cryostat
will be located in the cavity. The purpose of this section
is to investigate the effect of an object in the hohlraum on
the flux in that region.
The model discussed in Chapter 2, with some modifications,
is applicable to the special case of a two dimensional object
in a cavity. Although such a special case cannot give a true
representation of the real situation, it can give in a simple
manner some indication of how an object such as the cold
neutron cryostat will affect the flux in the thermal column
cavity.
The model used for analysing the plane object problem is
illustrated in figure 4.4. The- two dimensional plane object
is oriented so that its faces are towards face 1 of cavity 1
and face 2 of cavity 2. The original, empty, cavity is di-
vided into two cavities, the dividing plane being the one
containing the two dimensional object. The fluxes on the su.r-
faces of the cavities are calculated as follows.
The subareas on face 2 of cavity 1 that are covered by
the plane object are assigned albedos corresponding to the
material of the object. The subareas not covered by the object
are assigned fictitious albedos. With a source of neutrons at
face 1, the fluxes on the surfaces of cavity.1 are calculated
0 00
FIG. 4.4 PLANE OBJECT IN. CAVITY
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by the method described in Chapter 2.
Next the subareas on face 1 of cavity 2 that are covered
by the plane object are assigned albedos corresponding to the
material of the object, and the subareas that are not covered
are assigned albedos of zero. Fictitious values are not used
because neutrons incident on these subareas must be reflected
in cavity 1 before they can re-enter cavity 2. However, this
is the current incident on the part of face 2 cavity 1
that is not covered by the object and is taken as the source
for cavity 2,
SOM(J1,Kl,2) = GM2(J2,K2,1) (4.15)
where, SOM(Jl,Kl,2) = Source for a subarea located at
(Jl,Kl) on face 1 of cavity 2.
GM2(J2,K2,1) = Current incident on a subarea located
at (J2,K2) on face 2 of cavity 1.
J2 = Jl, excluding area covered by object
K2 = Kl, excluding area covered by object.
With this source the fli.xes on the surfaces of cavity 2 are
calculated, again using the method of Chapter 2.
New fictitious albedos for face 2 of cavity 1 are then
calaulated using
BM2(J2,K2,1) = GM1(Jl>Kll2) (4.16)GM2(J2)K2h)
where BM2(J21K2,l) = Albedo for a subarea located at
GMl(Jl,Kl,2)
(J2,K2) on face 2 of cavity 1
= Current incident on a subarea located
on face 1 of cavity 2
peated until.the
nique is carried
TARGET, which is
is described in
In carrying
considered: (1)
and (2) a purely
the walls of the
end as 32 inches
solution converges. This iterative tech-
out on a digital computer using the program
a modification to the program HOLCAV. TARGET
Appendix B.
out the calculations, two limiting cases are
a purely reflecting object, albedo = 1;
absorbing object, albedo = 0. For both cases
cavity are taken as ei-ght inches thick, the
thi.ck, and the source the same as that used
in the lead shutter problem, Section 3.2.
Shown in figure 4.5 is a plot of the fluxes on the sur-
faces of the object as a function of the object size. For
each case three curves are shown: (1) the flux on the front
surface (facing the source),(2) the flux on the back surface
(away from the source), and (3) the average flux for both
surfaces.
In general the results are as expected. Introduction of
the object into the cavity causes the flux to become asymmetric;
that is, the flux is higher on the face towards the source than
on the face away from the source. This asymmetry becomes
greater as the object gets larger because increasing the size
of the object reduces the number of neutrons reaching cavity
2, and consequently the flux on the face away from the source.
GM2(J2,K2,1) = Current incident on a subarea located
at (J2,K2) on face 2 of cavity 1.
J2 = Jl, excluding area covered by object
K2 = Kl, excluding area covered by object.
Using the new fictitious albedos, the above procedure is re-
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Also, for the absorber the flux decreases monotonically with
increasing size.
Probably the most interesting result is that for a re-
flector the average flux drops less than 10% as the object
size increases from zero to 100% of the cross sectional area
of the cavity. Since the cold moderator will be heavy water
which is a good scatterer, it will behave similarly to the
reflector. This means that for a fixed wall thickness
changing the size of the cold moderator will have little ef-
fect on the number of neutrons available for slowing down,
but will affect the position at which they enter the cold
neutron source.
4.5. Effect on Lattice Facility
As shown in figure 2.1, the lattice facility hohlraum is
located at the end of the thermal column. Because of the na-
ture of the experiments carried out in the latti-e facility,
it is necessary that the cadmium ratio in the hohlraum be
maintained as high as possible. Since removing graphite from
the thermal column reduces the amount of moderator between
the core and the hohlraum, it might be expected that the
cadmium ratio in this region will be reduced. The purpose of
this section is to investigate the effect of the proposed
thermal column cavity on the cadmium ratio in the lattice
facility hohlraum.
Consider .an infinite slab of graphite. From diffusion
theory, the epithermal and thermal fluxes in the slab can be
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written as
*E EOe~ E (4- 17)
where
$EO = epithermal flux -at z = o
$TO = thermal flux at z =o
Y E = epithermal attenuation length
Y = thermal attenuation length.T
Writing the cadmium ratio as
CR = 1 + (4.19)
E
gives CR(z) = 1 + TO e Xz (4.20)
FE0
or [CR(z)-1] = [CR leXz (4.21)
CR = cadmium ratio at z = o.
In general, X can be determined from the neutron dif-
fusion properties of graphite; however, it is felt that a more
accurate estimate of the effect of the proposed cavity can be
obtained by evaluating X from existing data for the present
thermal column. These data are listed in Table 4.2. The
cadmium ratio at z = 26 inches has been measured as part of
this work and is discussed in-Appendix D. Using these values,
X is found to be 0.046488/in.
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Table 4.2
Measured Cadmium Ratios
z, inches CR Foil
O(core tank) 34(6) Au1 dia. 10 mils
thick
26 111 Al-Au(0.072%), 30 mils
dia., 1" thick
84.78 1700(7) Au,g dia., 10 mils
thick
Since the graphite will be removed from the thermal
column in conjunction with the installation of the new reactor
core, it is necessary to know CR for the new core. From0
Andrews Addae's (8) calculations this has been estimated to
be 55. With the cavity in the thermal column, there will be
46 inches of graphite between the core tank and the lattice
facility hohlraum. Using these values gives a cadmium ratio
of 459 which is a factor of 3.7 lower than the present value;
however, the new value is sufficiently high for the experi-
ments carried out in the lattice facility (9).
- - Another concern is the thermal flux available to the
lattice facility hohlraum when the cold neutron cryostat is
located in the thermal column cavity. The cold moderator will
be a sphere of D20 ice on the order of one foot in diameter;
thus, it will occupy about 5% of the cross sectional area of
the cavity. As part of the work discussed in Section 4.4 the
thermal flux has been calculated at the hohlraum end of the
cavity for the case of an object occupying 6.25% of the cross
sectional area. The average thermal flux has been found to be
<D =S(9.1811 X 10-5)n/cm2 -sec (4.22)
which is 32 times higher than the flux at the same position
in a solid thermal column, and is the same as that found for
an empty cavity. Thus, it is concluded that the cold modera-
tor will not greatly affect the thermal flux available to the
lattice facility.
4.6.Summary
It has been found that the thermal neutron flux in the
thermal column can be greatly enhanced by removing graphite
from the thermal column; thus, creating a cavity with graphite
walls. -The flux increases with wall thickness; however, be-
yond a thickness of eight inches the per cent increase drops
off. -Since it is desirable to have as much space as possible
for the location of the cold neutron source, the optimum wall
thickness is taken as ezght inches.
In the ideal case of an empty cavity with no absorbers
in the walls, the thermal flux is increased by a factor of
32 over that of a solid thermal column. In the real case,
with the light water coolant pipes located in the walls of the
cavity, the gain is reduced to a factor of 30.
The effect of the cold neutron source on the flux has
been investigated with the simple model of a plane reflecting
object in the cavity. It has been found that the cold moderator
will not greatly affect the magnitude of the flux incident on
it, but will cause an asymmetry in the flux distribution. The
flux incident on the surface of the cold moderator facing the
reactor will be on the order of 60% higher than the flux in-
cident on the surface facing away from the reactor.
The effect of the cavity and cold moderator on the flux
available to the lattice facility has also been investigated.
It has been found that the cadmium ratio in the lattice facil-
ity will be reduced from its present value of 1700 to a value
of about 460. This latter value is expected to be high enough
for the experiments carried out in the lattice facility. It
has also been found that placing the cold moderator in the
cavity will not reduce the thermal flux available to the
lattice facility..
In the optimization of the thermal column the diffusion
of neutrons through the walls of the cavity has been neglected.
Considering the wall to be a slab of graphite eight inches
thick and approximately 50 inches wide, the attenuation length
is found to be 2.5 inches. Thus, approximately 90% of the
neutrons which enter the wall are absorbed or leak out within
a'distance equal to the length of a subarea (about 6 inches).
Therefore, the number of neutrons reaching the end of the
cavity due to diffusion through the walls is negligible.
Chapter 5
Cold Neutron Cryostat
5.1.Description of Cryostat
The present cold neutron cryostat- is located in a 14
inch diameter hole in the thermal column, as shown in figure
5.1.
The upper 60 inches of the assembly is a magnetite shield
block which is shown in detail in figure 5.2. The helium sup-
ply and return lines are one inch diameter stainless steel
1tubes located in 2- inch diameter pipes. The outer pipes act
as vacuum pump .lines for the cryostat and as vacuum insulation
for the helium lines.. Located in-the center of the shield
block is a 3 inch diameter beam tube. In the upper part of
the beam tube is a 29 inch long stainless steel shield plug
with a one inch diameter hole along its axis. Positioned in
the hole is a 58 inch long collimator, constructed of cadmium
sheathed in aluminum. Also located in the shield block are
four inch diameter instrumentation tubes.
The lower 7.9 inches of the assembly is the vacuum region
of the cryostat and is shown in detail in figure 5.3. The
3vacuum jacket is a 13v inch diameter aluminum cylinder with a
hemispherical end. The helium supply and return lines are one
inch diameter aluminum tubes, supported from the shield plug
by thin walled stainless steel tubes which also act as thermal
insulation between the helium .lines and shield plug. The
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transition from stainless steel to aluminum helium lines is
made through flanges with indium foil gaskets for seals.
The temperatures of the helium lines are monitored with chromel-
alumel thermocouples located near the upper ends of the aluminum
sections. Stainless steel bellows compensate for the contrac-
tion of the lines during cool down.
The vertical beam port is a 3 inch diameter aluminum tube
1
which supports the cold moderator. The upper 17- inch stain-
less steel section serves as thermal insulation between the
shield block and cold moderator. The transition from stainless
steel to aluminum is made with a flange and a silver plated
stainless steel 0-ring.. The seal between the bottom of the
shield plug and the stainless steel tube is made with a neo-
prene O-ring. The temperature of the beam tube is also moni-
tored with a chromel-alumel thermocouple located near the
upper end of the aluminum section.
Suspended .approximately 30 inches below the bottom of the
shield block is a boral shield which provides neutron shielding
for the upper assembly.
The cold moderator is D 0 ice and is contained in a 122
inch diameter aluminum sphere shown in figure 5.4. Cooling for-
the cold moderator is provided by cold gaseous helium which
passes through four 1 inch diameter aluminum tubes. These
tubes are wound in an 8 inch diameter spherically shaped coil.
Three cold neutron beams are available from the cold moderator:
one vertical beam, and two horizontal beams. The two hori-
zontal beams are filtered through beryllium cylinders 11 inches
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in diameter and 4 inches long. These filters penetrate the
cold moderator to a depth of 4 inches. .The vertical beam is
filtered through a beryllium filter 1 inches in diameter and
7 inches long. The penetration depth of this filter is ad-
justable. Six ceramic spacers prevent direct contact between
the sphere and vacuum jacket.
The beryllium filter assembly for the'vertical beam is
shown in figure 5.5. The assembly is constructed of concentric
aluminum cylinders. The outer cylinder is sized to fit the ver-
tical beam tube and to seat on the small step in the beam tube
just above the cold moderator. The inner cylinder contains a
step on which the sleave around the beryllium filter seats.
The penetration depth of the filter is -adjusted by varying the
length of the sleave. Three chromel-alumel thermocouples used
to monitor the temperature of the cold moderator are sup-
ported by a small aluminum tube in the filter assembly.
The cooling helium for the cryostat is supplied by a
helium liquifying plant (10). The layout of the helium trans-
fer lines, designed by Ed Barnett, is shown in figure 5.6.
Both the supply and return lines are vacuum insulated one
inch diameter stainless steel tubes.. Flexible sections in
the lines allow for coupling and decoupling the lines from
the cryostat, and for contraction of the lines during cool
down. The lines are coupled to the cryostat through bayornet
joints. A valving system located near the liquid helium dewar
permits the directing of helium flow to either the cold neutron
cryostat or the in-core cryostat(10)*.
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5.2. Cryostat Heating
The cold moderator increases the number of cold neutrons
by shifting the neutron spectrum to a lower temperature; con-
sequently, one would like the temperature of the moderator to
be as low as- possible. Since the temperature to which the
moderator can be cooled is limited by the amount of heat which
must be removed by the coolant helium, one of. the important
considerations in the design of the cold neutron source is
the total heat load generated in the cryostat.
In determining the total heat load the following sources
of heat are considered: (1) heat generated in the moderator
and structural parts due to core gamma-rays, graphite capture
gamma rays, fast neutrons, and cryostat gammas; (2) radiant
heat transfer and free. molecular conduction to the cold sphere,
the helium lines, and the beam tube; (3) thermal conduction
through supporting members to the helium lines and the beam
tube. The calculation of the heat load is discussed in Ap-
pendix D and summarized in Table 5.1. As part of this work
the thermal flux and cadmium ratio in the thermal column have
been measured. A discussion of the measurements is given in
Appendix D.
The total heat load in the cryostat is 111.6 watts. The
expected output of the helium liquifying plant is 100 liters
of liquid helium per hour or 27.55 lbm/hr. (18). The tempera-
ture rise of the coolant helium is given by
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Table 5.1
Cryostat Heat Load
Watts
He
Supply Line
He
Return Line
Beam Tube
Aluminum
Sphere
Cooling
Coils
D2 0 Ice
Core
Gammas
0.786
0.786
3.943
5.055
0.878
58.832
Graphite Fast
Gammas Neutrons
0.001
0.001
0.003
0.004
0.001
0. 040
Cryostat
Gammas
0.001
0.001
Free Mol.
Radiant Conduction
Heat at 10-4
Tran. Torr
5.070
5.070
0.005- 14.552
0.006
0.001
0.098 0.004
9.869
0.011
0.011
0.027
0.022
Thermal
Conduc-
Uion
1.247
1.222
Total
7.116 .
7.091
4.038 22.568
14.956
0.880
58.974.
Total 111.585
00)
-10
AT = (5.1)
.M C
p
where, Q = total heat load = 111.6 watts
0
M = mass flow rate = 27.55 lbm/hr
C = specific heat = 1.25 Btu/lbm 'R,p
Using these values gives
AT = 6.142 OK.
Since the effectiveness of the cold-neutron source is de-
pendent on .the temperature of the cold moderator, it is impor-
tant to know the temperature distribution in the D20 ice. The
temperature rise between the helium and the ice is given by
T [ln(1+t )+1 (5.2)Ai k r. .2
where, Q = total heat load on cooling coils
A = inside surface area of coils
= 214.1 square inches
r= inside radius of coils = 0.1363 inches
t = wall thickness of coils = 0.020 inches
kA = thermal conductivity of aluminum
=128 Btu/hr ft -R
h = heat transfer coefficient and is given by
k 0
h = 0.023( kH 2m 10.8 ( .r) (5.3)2ri rr pH H
with, kH = thermal conductivity of helium
= 0.0158 Btu/hr-ft-*R
pu = viscosity of helium = 0.00891 lbm/ft-hr
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Pr = Prandtl number of helium.= 0.72
0.
m = mass flow rate for one coil = 6.89 lbm/hr.
By using these values, h becomes
2h = 72 Btu/hr-ft -OR.
The heat load on the coils is the total heat load on the
cryostat minus the heat load on the supply and return lines;
or 97.4 watts. Thus, the temperature rise between the helium
and ice is
AT = 1.726 OK
The temperature at a radius r in the ice is given by
!I 2
T = Tc qka E 2] 0<r<a (5.4)
c ~6iF a
(1-) a C1IIt-b a)2 q"-t-a2 [,_(r)2{TT -- [-- }+1
T = c + { Tc) + ba[1-( ) q a 2
(1-b)
a<r<b (5.5)
where T Ice, temperature at coils
. q = volumetric heat generation in ice, taken as
constant.
a = radius of coils = 4 inches
k = thermal conductivity of ice = 1 .2 8 Btuhr* ft 0R
b = radius of sphere = 6 inches
T = temperature at surface of sphere and is given by
(T1-T) + [ - a1 c 6k.ba
a A F b 2 (1- )331 b 4_ 14
A ka 3 -T1  (5.6)
with A = surface area of vacuum jacket
F = view factor from vacuum jacket to sphere31
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a = Stefan-Boltzman constant
T = Temperature of vacuum jacket = 3431K.
The inlet temperature of the coolant helium is expected
to be about 200 K. The temperature rise between the helium
and the ice is approximately 21K; therefore, T has been es-
c
timated to be 220 K. The volumetric heat generation is calcu-
lated from Appendix D to be 65.18 milliwatt per cubic inch.
By using these values and equation (5.6) the surface tempera-
ture of the sphere is calculated to be about 261K.
A plot of the temperature distribution in the D 20 ice
is shown in figure 5.7. ShQwn are the case for: 1. cooling
at the surface of the sphere, 2. cooling with the coils at r = 4
inches, and 3. c.ooling with the coils at r -= 3 inches. As
can be seen, the case for cooling at r = 4 inches gives the
most uniform ice temperature with a maximum AT of about 4 0K.
5.3. Helium Pressure Drop
Another important consideration in the design of the cold
nOutron source is the coolant helium pressure drop across the
cryostat. Under normal operating conditions, the liquid helium
from the helium refrigerator is used to cool the in-core cryo-
stat. -The helium discharged from this cryostat is cold gas ex-
pected to be at a temperature between 10 and 20 degrees Kelvin.
This gas is then used to cool the cold neutron cryostat be-
fore returning to the helium liquifying plant. With this in
mind the cold neutron cryostat has been designed to operate
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with cold helium gas as the coolant.
As shown in figures 5.1 to 5.4, the helium gas is fed
to the cold moderator through a one inch tube 130 inches long.
At the cold moderator it enters a header which separates the
1
flow into four inch coils, each approximately 60 inches long.
After passing through the cooling coils, the helium is col-
lected in a plenum and returned to the transfer lines through
another one inch tube 130 inches long.
The de.tailed calculations of the pressure drop are given
in Appendix E and summarized in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2
Helium Pressure Drop
AP, Psi
Supply Line 0.0146
Return Line 0.0l46
Coils and Headers 0.3785
As shown by equation 5.2, the ice temperature is reduced
as the surface area of the coils increases; thus, dictating a
large number of small diameter tubes. However, since the driv-
ing pressure head of the helium refrigerator is limited to
about 3-5 psi., it is-necessary to minimize the pressure drop
acrossed the cooling coils, or to use larger diameter tubes.
The final design of the cooling coils has been a balance between
the required heat transfer and the available pressure drop.
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Chapter 6
Cryostat Testing
6.1.Out of Pile Testing
The cold neutron cryostat was constructed at the M. I. T.
Nuclear Reactor Machine Shop. Throughout the construction all
welded joints were leak checked with a helium leak detector.
All welds indicating leaks were rewelded except for a small
leak located in the header section of the cooling coils. This
leak was discovered after the sphere had b6en assembled and
repairing it would have required complete reconstruction of
the sphere.. However, with a low temperature epoxy it was
possible to reduce the leak to 10~ cubic centimeters per
second of helium at standard temperature and pressure. This
was felt to be acceptable. since the leak was from the header
into the sphere and not into the vacuum space. Because of the
small size of the leak it is unlikely that D20 will leak into
the header.
When construction of the aluminum section had been com-
pleted, a test was conducted to determine the manner in which
the moderator (water) would freeze. The sphere was filled
approximately 85% full of distilled water and cooled by passing
liquid nitrogen through the coils. Four thermocouples were
located in the sphere, as shown in figure 6.1. The bottom
of the sphere was insulated with a rubber insulating material.
The water temperature as a function of time is shown in
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figure 6.2. For the first 35 minutes of cooling the colder and
more dense water is on the bottom of the sphere. During the
next 10 minutes there is a reversal of the temperature dis-
tribution due to the density inversion of water at 41 C.
After 100 minutes of cooling the temperature distribution
comes into equilibrium at the freezing point. The first point
to freeze is the side, near the cooling coils. This is fol-
lowed by the bottom, then the center, and finally the top.
Such a freezing pattern is ideal because it allows the ice to
expand upward without damaging the sphere.
This sequence of freezing was verified by visual observa-
tion through the 3 inch beam port. Ice first formed around the
cooling coils and grew to form a layer around the surface of
the sphere. It then grew from the sides and bottom towards
the center and top. It is believed that the top was the last
to freeze because of heat conduction down the beam tube.
The cryostat was next assembled outside the reactor
building for preliminary testing. In the original design a
large bellows was lobated in the 3 inch beam tube to compensate
for thermal contraction of the helium lines during cool down;
however, no bellows were located in the helium lines them-
selves. With such an arrangement any differential contraction
of the helium lines due to a temperature difference between
them results in a sideward deflection of the sphere. Since
3there is only about inch between the sphere and vacuum
jacket it is necessary to limit the -amount of deflection to
prevent thermal short with the vacuum jacket' and to prevent
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excess stresses in the helium lines. With this in mind tests
were run to correlate helium line temperature difference with
sphere deflection. The results are shown in figure 6.3. As
can be seen in the figure, to maintain the deflection less than
inch, it is necessary to maintain the temperature difference
between the helium inlet and-outlet less than 1601C. Because
of this restriction in the operation of the cryostat and the
possibility of damaging the facility, the bellows in the 3 inch
port was replaced by two bellows, one in.each of the helium
lines. With this arrangement the moderator sphere is supported
by the beam tube, and each helium line can contract and expand
independent of the other.
As shown in figure 5.1, the lower aluminum section of the
cryostat is connected to the upper stainless steel section by
flanges. One of the major problems encountered in the out of
pile testing was that of achieving helium leak proof connections.
The flanges were designed for metal 0-ring seals; however, these
proved to be unsatisfactory for preventing helium leaks. The
problem was temporarily solved by replacing the 0-rings with
60 mil diameter indium solder. This solder made the system
leak tight at room temperature.
At this point the vacuum jacket was put in place and the
cryostat evacuated to approximately 20 microns pressure with
a mechanical vacuum pump. Again the sphere was filled ap-
proximately 85% full of distilled water and cooled with liquid
nitrogen; however, when the coolant lines reached a temperature
of about -500C the vacuum was lost, indicating a leak. Cooling
was continued, but after about 30 minutes, temperature readings
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plus visual observation indicated that the top of the water
was freezing, and the liquid nitrogen flow was stopped. 'Once
the coolant lines warmed up, the vacuum was regained. It
should be noted that approximately 3 hours after shut down all
the water in the sphere was frozen.
After removing the vacuum. jacket a vacuum was drawn on
the coolant lines. By cooling the flanges down with liquid
nitrogen it was determined that this is where the leaks oc-
curred on c.ooling.
Having determined the location of the cold leaks, the
cryostat was reasembled inside the reactor building. Again
stainless steel 0-rings and indium solder proved to be useless
for maintaining helium tight flanges when cooled down with li-
quid nitrogen.
The indium solder was then replaced by gaskets cut from
10 mil thick indium foil. After four cycles of cool down the
flanges were found to be helium leak tight even when cooled to
liquid nitrogen temperature.
It should be noted that the flange on the beam tube contains
a stainless steel 0-ring coated with silver. This flange was
also cooled down four times and found to be helium leak tight
at liquid nitrogen temperature.
Again the vacuum jacket was put into place and the cry-
ostat evacuated to about 20 microns pressure with a mechanical
vacuum pump. With the sphere empty the cryostat was cooled
down with liquid nitrogen. During cool down the pressure fell
to about 15 microns indicating there were no cold leaks.
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Distilled water was then placed into the sphere and cooled
with liquid nitrogen. The water temperature as a function of
time is shown in figure 6.4 It can be seen that the tempera-
ture distribution follows a similar pattern as that shown in
figure 6.2 except for the sudden drop in the- top temperature
after 36 minutes of cooling. Visual observation through the
beam tube indicated that there still was water at the top. In
this test the thermocouples were approximately one inch off
the centerline of the sphere; thus, the top thermocouple was
probably reading a temperature similar to thermocouple 2,
figure 6.1. As can be seen in figure 6.3 this thermocouple
indicated freezing long before the top center freezes; however,
in this test the liquid nitrogen flow was stopped to prevent
freezing from the top down and possible damage to the sphere.
The above tests gave no definite conclusions as to the
manner in which the water will freeze; however, in the thermal
column it might be expected that the freezing pattern will be
quite different from the above results because of' the induced
heating due to gamma and neutron irradiation. If it should tend
to freeze on the top first, cooling can be stopped and the ice
allowed to melt. The water may then be withdrawn from the
sphere. It can then be put back into the sphere in small
quantities and the ice formed in layers.
6.2. In Pile Testing
Before the cryostat could be inserted into the thermal
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column it was necessary to remove some of the graphite. This
was done by sawing a 14 inch diameter vertical hole in the
thermal column, as shown in figure 5.1. The thermal column is
made up of horizontal layers of graphite stringers approxi-
mately 4 inches thick. The hole was cut by sawing through one
layer at a time and removing the cut stringers after each layer
was cut. To prevent the saw from plugging up with sawdust it
was necessary to drill a one inch diameter vertical hole in
the saw cut. This gave space for the sawdust to go and prevented
plugging of -the saw teeth. During the operation, the maximum
radiation level over the hole was about 75 mr/hr. The graphite
stringers varied from about 100 to 400 mr/hr on contact.
After the out of pile testing had shown that- the cryo-
stat was helium leak tight, it was inserted into the thermal
column. Because of the close fit between the shield plug and
the hole in the concrete shielding some difficulty was en-
countered in installing the cryostat; however, after grinding
off the high spots on the shield plug it was possible to get
the cryostat into place.
During the installation the hemispherical end of the
vacuum jacket was dented near the point where it is welded to
the cylindrical part. Because of this a vacuum was drawn on
the cryostat immediately after installation to determine
whether or not a leak had developed. After approximately one
hour the pressure was 30 microns and falling; therefore, it
was felt that no leaks had developed and the reactor was brought
up to power. After about.one and a half hours the cryostat,
without D 0, had heated up to approximately 155 0 F and due to2'
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outgasing the pressure had risen to about 60 microns. Once
the surfaces in the vacuum region completed outgasing the
pressure dropped to about 20 microns and was maintained at
that level for nine days. At this point it was felt that the
vacuum jacket was tight and the vacuum space was back filled
with helium gas.
During the first three weeks after installation, the
temperatures in the cryostat were monitored frequently. The
average recorded temperatures, with no D 20 in the sphere,
are given in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1
Empty Cryostat Temperatures, 4F
20 Micron Helium in
Vacuum Vacuum Space
Sphere Top 176 ± 1 151 ± 1
Sphere Center 176 ±1 152± 2
Sphere Bottom 175 ± 1 151 ± 1
Helium Inlet 160 ± 1 136 ± 3
Helium Outlet 162 ± 1 130 ± 1
Beam Tube 163 ±1 133± 1
By using this information, the inner aluminum heating
rate is estimated to be approximately 6.3 X 10-3 watt/cm3.
The calculated value (Appendix D). is 10.9 X 10-3 watts/cm3
This indicates that the calculated heat loads due to gamma
and neutron irradiation may be conservative by a factor of
about 1.7
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With D20 in the sphere, helium in the vacuum space, and
no coolant flowing through t-he cooling coils, the surface
temperature of the D 0 is estimated to be about 188
0 F. This
2
is based on the calculated heating rate of about 60 watts in
the D2 0. Assuming only conduction in the D2 0, a conservative
estimate of its centerline temperature is about 230 0 F; there-
fore, the D 0 will boil if no cooling is supplied. Should2
the calculated heating rate be conservative by a factor of
1.7, the surface temperature and centerline temperature will
be about 173F and 1991F r.espectively.
Because of the possibility of boiling the D2 0, special
precautions have been taken to assure safe operation of the
cryostat. A inch diameter aluminum tube has been placed
into the beam tube. The tube extends from the gas seal to
the'bottom of the sphere (figure 5.1). The tube will be used
for putting the D20 into the sphere and will permit quick
withdrawal of the D 20 in the case of an emergency. The
center thermocouple in the sphere has been connected to a tem-
perature recorder in the control room and to the- reactor alarm
system. The alarm has been set at 1800 F. A safety release
valve has also been installed in the gas seal. This has been
set to release at an overpressure of about 10 Psi, which is the
vapor pressure of a D20 at a temperature of about 193 0 F.
To prevent excess evaporation and possible boiling of the
D 20 CO2 is circulated through the cooling coils. The CO2 is
supplied from a bottle of liquid CO 2 and discharged to the
reactor ventillation system.
Because of the possibility of boiling, and* to prevent
excess build up of tritium in the D2 0, it is planned to re-
move the D 0 from the cryostat when it is not being used2
for a neutron source.
6.3. Flux Measurements
As part of the in pile testing of the cryostat, neutron
energy distribution measurements in the sphere were made by
using the time of flight method. The layout of the equipment
used for the measurements is shown in figure 6.5. The chopper
is located in the vertical beam at the top of the thermal
column. The flight path from the chopp'er to the BF3 detector
is an aluminum tube filled with helium. The length of the
flight path is 94 inches. The pulses from the BF3 detector
are fed to a 256 channel analyser. A detailed description
of the time of flight equipment used for these measurements is
given in references 24 and 32.
For these measurements the chopper speed was 600 RPM and
the channel width 16 microseconds. By varying the chopper
speed, it was found that the measurements were independent o~f
chopper speed for speeds greater than about 600 RPM. It was
also found that the.cha-.nel number of the peak varied inversely
with the channel width, as is expected.
Shown in figure 6.6 is the neutron spectrum in the warm
graphite of the thermal column. 'This spectrum was measured
with the sphere empty. The vertical error flags represent the
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error due to counting statistics. The horizontal errbr flags
represent the resolution of the detection system. This error
is due to the uncertainty in flight path length, the finite
opening time of the chopper, and the finite width of the chan-
nels in the multichannel analyser. Also shown is the max-
wellian distribution at the measured temperature of the sphere,
'1500F.
Shown in figure 6.7 is the neutron spectrum with warm
(950 F) D2 0 in the sphere. For this measurement a one inch
diameter re-entrant port penetrated the 0 to a depth of four
inches from the surface, or two inches from the center. The
spectrum has been normalized to the same counting time and
reactor power as that used for the graphite spectrum. The
error flags represent the same quantities as in the graphite
spectrum. Also shown is the maxwellian at the measured tem-
perature of the D2 0, 950 F.
The measured neutron distribution follows the maxwellian
distribution quite closely. The shift toward shorter wave-
lengths (higher energies) is almost within the uncertainties
of the measurement; however, the shift is in the direction
expected from the effecst of the 1/v dependent neutron absorp-
tion in the aluminum and moderator.
Two cold spectra were measured using D2 0 ice, one at 30C
and one at -4OOC. The measurements were limited to these
temperatures because of a vacuum leak which developed during
the cool down of the cryostat'. For both measurements a one
inch diameter re-entrant port penetrated the sphere to a depth
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of 4 inches from the surface.
The spectrum at 30C is shown in figure 6.8, and the. spect-
rum at -400C in figure 6.9. Shown with the experimental data
are the maxwellian distributions at the corresponding tempera-
tures. Again the measured neutron distributions are shifted
toward shorted wavelengths because of the 1/v dependent neutron
absorption of the aluminum and moderator.
For comparison, the measured spectra are all shown in
figure 6.10. In this figure, the "best fit" curves to the data
are shown. The warm D 20 and graphite data are the same within
the uncertainty of the measurements. There appears to be an
increase in long wavelength neutrons for D20 ice at 30C;
however, since the uncertainty of the data falls within the
uncertainty of the graphite data the observed increase may not
be a real effect. The uncertainty of the data for D20 ice
at -400C falls outside of the uncertainty of the graphite data;
therefore, the observed increase in long wavelength neutrons
is expected to be a real effect.
0
The measured gain for 3.18 A neutrons is about 1.5, and
for 5.30 A neutrons about 1.8. This pattern of increasing gain
with increasing wavelength is expected from the results of
section 7.2. It should be noted that the spectra in the this
chapter are neutron density spectra as compared with neutron
flux spectra shown in section 7.2. This is due to the fact
that the neutron absorption in the detector is 1/v dependent.
The measured neutron spectra shown in this section have
been normalized to the same counting time, 230 minutes, and the
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same reactor power, 4.88 Mw. No corrections have been applied
to .the data.-
0
The detector efficiency is about 5% for 1 A neutrons and
varies as 1/v. By using this, the intensity of 1 A neutrons
3 2.at the detector is estimated to be approximately 8X10 n/cm
sec.
A comparison between measured spectra and calculated
spectra is given in section 7.3.
Chapter 7
Flux Calculations in Cold Moderator
7.1- Method of Calculation
Calculations of the neutron flux have been carried out
as a part of this design in an attempt to predict the effective-
ness of the cold moderator. To date very little theoretical
work has been published on the subject of cold neutrons; con-
sequently, no rigorous theory exists for determining the ef-
fectiveness of a cold moderator in slowing down neutrons to
subthermal energies (19).
In this work it has been assumed that the problem can be
treated the same as the thermalization of neutrons in a warm
moderator, and the calculations have been carried out. using
the computer program Thermos (15) with the Brown-St. John
scattering Kernel. Thermos solves the integral transport
equation with isotropic scattering;. The Brown-St. John scatter-
ing Kernel takes into account chemical binding effects by
assigning to the scattering nucleus an effective mass which
Is larger than the mass of the nucleus itself.
The model used for the calculations is shown in figure 7.1.
Regions 1 and 3 are cold moderator. Region 2 represents the
cooling coils and is taken as a homogeneous mixture of alumi-
num, helium; and cold moderator. Region 4 is graphite at the
temperature of the thermal column and contains a slowing down
source near its-outer edge. This region is not meant to
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represent the thermal column, but has been chosen so as to
give a thermal neutron spectrum at the edge of the cold modera-
tor which is nearly a rnaxwellian at the temperature of the
thermal column.
Thermos has been written for an infinite cylinder, which
one would expect to over predict the magnitude of the fluxes
in a sphere of the same radius. A conservative correction has
been made by reducing the radius of the infinite cylinder so
that its buckling, neglecting extrapolation length, is the
same as that for a sphere,
Rc = 2.405Rs (7.1)
where Rc = effective radius of infinite cylinder
Rs = radius of sphere.
The energy range has been taken.as zero to 0.3019 ev
which corresponds to velocities of zero and 7600 m/se-c re-
spectively. Between zero and 2400 m/sec 30 velocity groups
have been used with spacings of 80 m/sec. Between
2400 m/sec and 7600 m/sec 20 velocity groups have been used
with spacings of 260 m/sec.
The low temperature cross sections for H20 and D2 0 have
been taken from references 21 and 22. The cross sections for
the remaining isotopes have been taken from reference 23.
7.2 Results
For a comparative basis the neutron spectrum in a solid
graphite cylinder has been calculated. The spectrum at the
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center of the cylinder is shown in .figure 7.2. Also shown is
the maxwellian distribution at the temperature of the thermal
column, 3434K. The excellent agreement between the curves
indicates that the neutrons are well thermalized in the graph-
ite.
Shown in figure 7.3 is the gain in cold neutrons as a
function of position in the cold moderator. For all cases,
the gain is defined as
Flux of neutrons with velocities<l000m/sec in cold
moderator
Flux of neutrons with velocities<l000m/sec in warm
moderator
(7.2)
Curve 1 is the case for solid D20 ice at 200 K with no
correction for buckling. Curve 3 shows the effect of correct-
ing for buckling as given by equation (7.1).
The purest D 0 available at the reactor contains about 0.22
.2
volume per cent H 20. The effect of adding this. amount of H2 0
is shown by curve 2
The actual cold moderator contains aluminum cooling coils
as shown in figure 7.1. The effect of the cooling coils is
shown by curve 4.
For the above cases the effective masses of deuterium
and hydrogen in D 20 and H 20 ice have been taken the same as
those of the liquids; that is, 3.60 and 1.88 respectively.
In the low temperature ice, one would expect the atoms to be
more tightly bound than in the liquid and thus have a higher
effective mass. The effect of using a larger effective mass
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is shown by curve 5, where M has been taken as 10 for D20
ice. Because of the large effect, it .was decided to estimate
as accurately as possible the effective masses -of H20 and D20
ice. In the Brown-St. John scattering Kernel the effective
mass is defined in terms of the mass of the scattering nucleus
(H or D) and. the translational and rotational- energies of the
molecule. Using the method of Brown-St. John (20) and data
obtained from reference 25 the effective masses of H 20 and
D 20 ice have been estimated to be 2.29 and 4.39 respectively.
The results of using these effective masses is shown by
curve 2 of figure 7.4. Shown for comparison is the gain
calculated using the effective masses of the liquids. For
both cases the volume per cent of H 0 i.s one per cent. The2
estimated effective masses give a gain which is about 8%
lower than the value obtained using the effective masses of
the liquids.
By using two group diffusi-on theory, Cavanaugh (24) has
shown that for a mixture of H2 O-D 20 ice in tie form of a
cylinder, 5.7 cm in radius, the maximum gain in cold neutrons
occurs with, about 25 volume per cent H 20. With this in mind,
Thermos has been used to calculate the cold neutron gain in .a
spherical moderator, 12 inches in diameter, as a function of
H 20 concentration. The results are shown in figures 7.5 and
7.6. In all cases the effective- masses of D2 0 and H20 ice
have been taken the same as those of the liquids.
Figure 7.5 shows the gain as a'function of distance in the
cold moderator. As is expected, for low H 0 concentrati.ons,2
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the gain continuously increases as the depth into the moderator
increases; however, for H2 0 concentrations above a certain
limit the absorption causes the gain to decrease thus giving
a peak near the edge of the moderator.
Shown in figure 7..6 is the cold neutron gain as a function
of H 0 concentration. For each concentration the maximum gain2
is shown. As can be seen the maximum gain-occurs at an H 0 con-2
centration of one volume per cent. These results, combined
with those of Cavanaugh, may indicate that the optimum H2 0
concentration is a function of the moderator size.
The results are what one might expect. For low concen-
trations of H 20, its high slowing down power is more impor-
tant than its high absorption and the gain is increased.
However, once the concentration exceeds about one volume per
cent, the absorption becomes important and the gain decreases.
Shown in figure 7.7 is the neutron spectrum at the center
of the cold moderator for the c-ase of one volume per cent H2 0
and the cooling coils included. For this spectrum the estimated
effective masses have been used. Also shown is the max-
wellian distribution at the 'temperature of the ice, 200 K.
As can be seen the cold moderator does not completely shift.
the spectrum to one that is characteristic of the moderator
temperature. The peak of the~calculated curve occurs at a
0
velocity of 800 m/sec or a wavelength of 4.95 A. This cor-
responds to a temperature of 260 K.
Shown in figure 7.8 is the cold neutron gain as a function
of wavelength for the spectrum shown in figure 7.7. It should
be noted that the gain for any wavelength longer than about
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0
6 A is greater than 100 as compared with a flux weighted gain
of about 65 for all neutrons with wavelengths-greater than
0
3.96 A. This is due to the fact that the flux of neutrons
0
with a wavelength that is longer than about 20 A is less than
0 -
the peak flux -(4.95A).
Shown in figure 7.9 is the cold neutron-gain as a function
of cold moderator size. The calculations have been done using
pure D 20 with an effective mass equal to that of the liquid,
and the cooling coils not included. As is expected there is
an initial rapid increase in.gain due to more complete modera-
tion as the volume gets larger. At a volume of about 30
liters the gain levels off indicating that no additional mod-
eration can be achieved by increasing the volume beyond this
point. The volume of the present cold moderator is about 15
liters, which gives a gain that is approximately 93% of that
obtainable with a volume of 30 liters.
Van Dingenen (29) shows similar results as those shown
in figure 7.9. His calculations are based on a mnaxwellian
distribution for the moderated neutrons and for D2 0 give a maxi-
mum cold neutron gain at a radius of about 20 .centimeters.
This is in good agreement with the results shown in figure 7.9.
Webb (27) shows measured cold neutron gains as a func-
tion of wavelength for a cylinder of liquid hydrogen 8 centi-
meters in diameter. Except for magnitude the gain follows
the same trend as that shown in figure 7.8
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7.3. Comparison with Experiment
The calculat'ed neutron spectra as a function of neutron
wavelength are shown in figure 7.10. If the neutron energy
distribution in the cold moderator could be characterized by
a maxwellian. distribution at the temperature of the moderator,
one would expect all the neutrons to be shifted toward longer
wavelengths. However, the calculations indicate that in the
real situation of a finite cold moderator located in a flux
of thermal neutrons there is very little shift in the short
0
wavelength neutrons (less than about 1 A). This is in agree-
ment with the experimental results of section 6.3. As can be
seen in figure 6.10 there is no apparent shift in the neutron
0
spectrum for wavelengths less than about 1 A and that the
shift becomes greater as the wavelength increases. This
trend is the same as that shown in figure 7.10. It should also
be noted that the calculated spectra falls below the maxwellian
distribution for the long wavelength neutrons. This again
agrees with the results presented in section 6.3.
The calculated neutron spectrum using the effective
masses of the liquids and the estimated effective masses of.
the ices is shown in figure 7.10. For short wavelengths the
spectrum is independent of the effective mass; however, for
0
wavelengths greater than about l' A, the smaller effective mass
gives a greater shift towards longer wavelengths. This is
expected because of the higher slowing down power of a lighter
nucleus.
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Shown in figure 7.11 is the measured and calculated
neutron spectrum in the warm graphite. For long wavelengths
the calculated spectrum nearly falls within the uncertainty of
the measured spectrum. The apparent shift towards shorted
wavelengths is expected because of the 1/v dependent neutron
absorption in aluminum which was not accounted for in the
thermos calculation.
For long wavelengths both the measured and calculated
neutron spectra have a shape which is very nearly the same as
a maxwellian distribution. Assuming the shape is maxwellian,
the cold neutron gain at a given wavelength can be written as
T 3/2 T0  T 3/2
G(T) = (T) exp{ [ ln[( ) G(T1 )]} (.
T o o1- o
1
where G(T1 ) = gain at Temperature T1
T = Temperature of warm spectrum.
00
From the data in section 6.3 the gain in 5 A neutrons at
-40 0 C is estimated to be about 1.77.. By using tlfis. and equation
(7.3) the gain in 5 A at 200 K is estimated to be about 52.
0
The calculated gain in 5 A neutrons at 200 K is approximately
65, or about 25% higher than the gain estimated from the ex-
perimental data.
The shapes of the neutron-spectra calculated with Thermos
agree reasonably well with the measured spectra; however, the
calculated cold neutron gains appear to be too high. This is
expected to be due to using too small of an effective mass in
the Thermos calculations.
1/
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work
8.1. Conclusions
A new design for the MIT reactor thermal column has been
developed to optimize the number of thermal neutrons available
for slowing down in the cold neutron cryostat. It has been
found that by creating a cavity in the thermal column with
graphite wal'ls approximately.eight inches thick, the thermal
flux can be increased by a factor of about 30. Since the cold
moderator is a good scatterer, its presence in the cavity will
not greatly reduce the magnitude of the thermal flux incident
on it, but will cause the incident flux on the reactor side of
the cryostat to be approximately 60% higher than the incident
flux on the side away from the reactor.
The effect of such a cavity on the lattice facility,
located at the end of the thermal column, has also been in-
vestigated. It has been found that the cavity will reduce
the cadmium ratio in the lattice facility from a value of about
1700 to approximately 460; however, it 'is felt that this value
is sufficiently high for the experiments carried out in this
facility.
The model used for the above calculations has been compared
with experimental results and Monte Carlo calculations. The
agreement with both has been very good; therefore, it is felt
that the predicted effects of a cavity in the thermal column
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are reasonably accurate.
A large volume cold neutron cryostat has been designed,
built, and tested in the present reactor thermal column. The
cold moderator is a one foot diameter sphere of D20 ice cooled
with cold gaseous helium. The preliminary testing indicates
that the predicted gamma and neutron heating in the cryostat
may be high by a factor of about 1.7. It has been found that
good temperature and vacuum monitoring instrumentation is
necessary to assure proper operation of the cryostat. It has
also been found that to prevent excess stresses in the aluminum
sphere and cooling coils it may be necessary to freeze the
D 20 ice in layers.
Neutron energy spectra have beer measured using the time
of flight technique. Due to a vacuum leak which occurred
during cool down, the cold moderator temperature was limited
to a -40C; however, even at this relatively high temperature,
a definite increase in long wavelength neutrons was observed.
Expected neutron energy spectra in the cold moderator
have been determined using the thermalization code THERMOS with
the Brown St. John scattering Kernel.- It has been found that
the code predicts the trends observed in the measured spectra;
however, it over estimates the observed gain in long wavelength
neutrons. Since the calculations are very sensitive to the
effective mass used in the scattering Kernel, it is felt that
the discrepancy between theory and experiment is mainly due to
using too small of an effective mass for the D 20 ice.
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8.2. Recommendations for Future Work
The major source of heating in the cold moderator is the
core gamma rays. In the present thermal column this heating
is tolerable because of the shielding provided by the graphite
between the reactor core and the cryostat. However, with the
proposed cavity in the thermal column most of this graphite
will be removed and the core gamma heating may be excessive.
To reduce this heating to a tolerable level, it may be neces-
sary to locate a bismuth shield in the graphite reflector of
the reactor between the core and the cryostat.
The initial tests indicate that the cold neutron cryostat
is effective in increasing the number of long wavelength neu-
trons. Since the goal of these measurements was only to prove
that the cold moderator does indeed increase the number of
cold neutrons, no corrections were made to the data. To de-
termine exact cold neutron gains it will be necessary to cor-
rect the measured neutron spectra for such things as counter
efficiency, flight path attenuation, chopper transmission,
and neutron leakage current from the cold moderator. It will
also be necessary to have a spectrometer designed specifically
for low energy neutrons. Since the neutrons of interest are
those having energies less than that of the beryllium cut-off,
it would be desirable to eliminate the higher energy .neutrons
through the use of a beryllium filter.
The initial testing also indicates that some modifications
must be made on the cryostat. The following are suggested:
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Redesign the sample holder', 3" shield plug, and gas seal
to permit easy insertion and withdrawal of the D 20 and
to allow for freezing the D20 in layers.
Use clad thermocouples in the sphere to prevent con-
tamination of the moderator.
Develop an ozone detector to be located in the vacuum
jacket..
Set up a permanent instrumentation panel to allow for
easy and continuous monitoring of temperatures, vacuum
pressure, and helium flow.
Once a good spectrometer has been developed and experience
has been gained in operating the cryostat, the following measure-
ments are recommended:
Measure neutron spectrum as a function of distance
in the cold moderator to determine optimum location of
a re-entrant port.
Use cold neutron beam from cryostat to measure low tem-
perature cross sections of D2 0 and HO0.
With the above information determine an effective mass
for the moderator which will give agreement between
theory and experiment,.
Appendix A.
Calculation of View Factors
This appendix discusses the calculation of the view
factors used in the computer program for calculating the ther-
mal neutron fluxes on the surfaces of a cavity lined with a
reflective material. Section A.1 gives the derivation for view
factors for square subareas on parallel planes, section A.2
gives the derivation for view factors for square subareas on
perpendicular planes, and section A.3 discusses the computer
program used to calculate the view factors.
A.l. View Factors for Parallel Planes
Consider two subareas, A and A2, on parallel pl.anes, as
shownin figure'A.l. C is the perpendicular distance between
the planes; A is the distance between the nearest vertical
edges of the subareas; B is the distance between the nearest
horizontal edges of the subareas, and L is the length of the
sides of the subareas.
Consider now a differential area dA located at (xby)
on subarea A and a differential area dAl ocated at (s,t)
on subarea A The view factor from dA to dA2 is given by2 ~12
(1).
A (dF2  - cos$ 1cos$ 2 dA dA1 22 . 2 1 (A.1)
Tr
where $ is the angle between the normal to dA and r
$2 is the angle between the normal to dA 2 and
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r is the distance between dA and dA2 '
Integrating the above equation over A2 gives the view factor
between dA and A2, or
A d(F 1 2 ) = / co 1 cos$ 2 dA2 ' (A.2)
1-dA 1. 7T r2 2
A2
Let u A+y+t
v = B+X+S
Then, r2 =u2+v2+C2
cos$' = C/r = C/[u +v2+C
cos$ 2 = C/r = C/[u
2  2 +C 2 1 /2
2
dA 2 = dsdt = dvdu
Substituting into equation (A.2) gives
d(F 12 ) C 2A+y+L B+X+L
A du -A dv1 dA 2 +v C212 . (A.3)
A+y B+X
Integration gives,
A d(F 1 2) 1 B+X+L ___ -1 A+y+L1 [C2IT 22 1 21/12~dA21 C2 +(B+X+L) 2 1 /2[Tan ([2+(B+X+L) 1
-Tan 1(A+y 2
[C 2+(B+X+L)2 1/2
B+X l A+y+L
C2 +(B+X)2 1 / 2[Tan [C 2+(B+X)2 1/2
[Tan 1 A+y
-Tn 2 2 1/2[C +(B+X) I
+ A+y+L 2 [Tan-1  + 2 1/2
[C 2+(A+y+L) 2 I1 [C2 +(A+y+L) 2] 1
-A-1 (B+X
-Tan 2(X 2 1/2
[C +(A+y+L)I
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A+y -lTan - B+X+L _1__
[C2 +(A+y) 2 1 [[C2 +(A+y) 1
-Tan ( B+X
[C2 +(A+y)
(A.4)
Integration of this over dA = dxdy gives
between A and
the view factor
A2,
L L d(F 1 2 )
A F12 = fdxfdydA
0 0 1
Carrying out the integration results in,
= (I+2){[K 2+(J+2)2 1
Tan- ( 2 1/2)
[K 2+(j+1)2 I 1
/2 -1( 1+2 2 1 / 2)2[K 2+(J+1) 2 9/2
[K. +'(J+1) ]
+ K2 1j2112 a-l(1+2 1
+ [ J]"2 an 2 21/
[K +J I
+ I{[K 2 +(J+2)2 1/2 Tn-1(2 2 1/2
[K2+(J+2) ]
-2[K 2+(J+1)2 1/2 lTan I .2 2 1 )+[K +J]/2
[K +(J+1) ]
Tan ~ 2 2 1 /2 )}+(J+2){[K 2+(I+2)2 1/2
[K2+J I
Tan-1 J+2 )Tan' ( 2 1/2~
[K +(I+2) 1
Tan- J+2
[K 2+(I+i)2 1/
-2[K 2+(I+1)2 1/2
+[K2 +12 1 / 2 -1 J+2
S[K212 12
+J{[K2+(+2)2 1/2 -1(J
[ 2[K 2 +(I+2 1/2)-2[K2+(I+1)2 
1/2
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2TrF 12
(A.5)
Tan ( )+[K2 +12 -Tan 1 21/
[K2+(+1)2 12 [K2 2 1 /
-2(I+1){[K2 +(J+2) 2 1 /2 -Tan 21 ( I+1
[K +(J+2) 1
-2[K 2 +(J+)a2 1/2 -1(I+1 )+K 2 1 2
[K 2+(J+1)2 1/2
Tan -l I+1 )}-2(J+1){[K 2+(I+2)2 1/2
T2 2 /]
Tan~E (+1+2 1 )-2[K2+(I+1)2 1/Tan-
[K +(I+2)2 2
J+1 )+[K +I2 1/Tan1 (J+1
[K 2+(u+l)2 1/ [K2 + 2 2
In[K2 2(J22 2 2
2-n[K +1 +(J+1)2 E 2 +JJ
x[K 2+(I+2) 2+(J+2)
[K 2+(+1)2 +(J+2)
2[K2 +J2 +(I+2) 2][K 2+12 +J 2
2 2[K2 +J2+(I+1)2 2 [K 2+(I+2)2
2 2 2 2 It
][K +(I+1)2+(J+1)2
2 2
+(J+1)2 2
(A.6)
K = C/L
I = A/L
J = B/L.
A.2. View Factors for Perpendicular Planes
- Consider two subareas, A and A2 , on perpendicular planes,
as shown in figure A.2. C is the distance from the line of
intersection of the planes to the near edge of A2; B is the
distance from- the line of intersection of the planes to the
near edge of A1 ; A is the vertical separation of the near
edges of A1 and A2 ;
subareas.
and L is the length of the sides of the
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where,
A,
H
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Consider now a differential area dA located at (x,y)
on subarea A1 , and a differential' area dA2 located at (s,t)
on subarea A2 . The view factor from dA to dA2 is given by
A d2 (F1 2) cos$ os$c 2 dA 2 dA1  (A.7)
-r2
where $ is the angle between the normal to dA and r
$2 is the angle between the normal to dA 2 and r
r is the distance between dA and dA 2 '
Integrating over A2 gives the view factor from dA to A2 or,
A d = 12 f - cos 1 cos$2- dA (A.8)dA 1  A 2
A 2 r r
Let u = A+y+t
V= C+S
= B+X,
2 2 2 2 2Then r = +v2+_2 2
cos# = v/r = v/[u 2+v2+Z2 1/2
cos$ = 9/r = Z/[u 2+v2+2 1/2
dA 2= dvdu
Substituting into equation (A.8) gives,
d(F )C+L A+y+L
A 1 2  dv vdu1 AI dv f 2 2 2 2 (A.9)
1dA [u2+v2+Z 2
C A+y
Integration gives,
d (F1 2) 1 
-Tan 1 A+y+L1
dAl 2[ C2+Z21/2 [C2 2 1/2 [(C+L)2 21/2
-1 A+y+L lan -l A+y
2 2 1/2 2 T12 2 2 1/2[(C+L) +g [C EC2l/ [ +9 1
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[(C+L)2+Z2 1 /2
Tan 1 (A+Y )}
[(C+L) 2 1
(A.10)
Integration of this over dA = dxdy = d~dy gives the view
factor from A to A2
L B+L d (F )
A F12 = f dy f dA 12 dZ.
0 B
(A.11)
Carrying out the integration results in,
(I+2){[K 2+(J+i)2 1 2 Tan -1 1+2
[K 2+(J+1) 2
-
[3 2+K 2 11/2
Tan-1 +2 2 /2 2+(K+1)2
[J 2+K 2
1/2 n-1(+2
J 2+(K+1) ]l/2
- [(J+) 2 +(K+1) 2 I1/2 T- 1 1I 2  *2 2 1/2)}+2(I+1)
[(J+1) +(K+1) )
{[J 2 +K 2 11/ 2 Tan-l (I+1
[J 2+K2 1/2
-. [K 2+(J+1)211/2 -l
I+1 )+[(J+1) 2+(K+1) 2 1/2 Ta- 1(I+1
[K2+(J+1)2 ]1/] [(J+1) 2+(K+1)2 1/2
2+ 2 1/2 -1(1+1 2+ 2 1/2
-[J +(K+1)2 ]"Tan 2 2 1/2 )+fJ+Kl
[J +(K+1)2]
Tan 1 ( )-J 2 +K2 1 / 2 -Tan-
1  2 I
[J 2+(K+1)2 12 2 +K2 1/2
+[K 2 +(J+1)2 1/2T-1 )-[(J+1) 2 +(K+)2 1/2
[K +(J+1) 2 1/2
an- (1+2) 2n
[(J+21) 2+(K+1)2 1/2 4
[(1+2) 2+(J+1)2 +K 2][(I+2)2 2+(K+1)2
[(1+2)2 +j2 +K 2[(I+2) 2+(J+1) 2+(K+1) 2
+(I+1)22
2 22 2 2 2
ln{[(I+1) +j +K ][(I+1)2+(J+1) +(K+1)22 2+2 2 2+ 2[(I+1) +(J+i) +K 1[(I+i) +j +(K+1) I
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21F 1 2 =
(J+l) 2 [(J+l) 2+K 2+(I+l)2 2 [(J+l) 2+(K+l) 2+(I+2)21
+i{2 2 2 2 2 2
[(J+i) +K +(I+2) ][(J+l) +(K+l) +(I+l)2
2 2 2
[(J+l) +(K+l) +I
[(J+l) +K2 +1 2
:2 2 2 2 2 2 2
+(K+l)2 ln{(J+1) +(K+l) +1+2) ][J +(K+l) +(I+1) I4 E~J2 +(K+l) 2+(1+2) 2][(J+l) 2+(K+l) 2+(I+l) 2 2
[(J+l) 2+(K+l)2 +12
[J2+(K+l5+I2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
SiEI +(J+l) +K 2EI +J +(K+l)2
[2 +J2+K2 2][ (J+1)2+(K+1) 2
+ 2 n j2+K 2 +(I+2) 2 FJ2 +(K+l) 2 +(I+l) 2 [ 2 +j 2 +K 2 1
2i-n 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2,2j
[(I+l) 2 +J +K 1 [(1+2) +(K+l') .+j ][(K+l) +J +
+K21 [j2+K2+(I+2)2 I2+J2+K2][(J+1)2+(I+1) 2+K 2 } (
[(J+) 2+(I+2) 2+K 2][(J+l) 2+K2 +1I 2 +K +(I+1)2 2
where, I = A/L
J =B/L
K = C/L
A.3. Computer Program for Calculating View Factors
Equations (A.6) and (A.12) give the view factors between
square subareas on parallel and perpendicular' planes in terms
of the ,parameters I, J, and K. Since these equations are quite
tedious to evaluate by hand, and since they have to be evaluated
for several values of I, J, K, it was decided to write computer
programs to carry out the necessary calculations.
FRONTVIEW is the program for calculating the view factors
for parallel planes, and SIDEVIEW is. the program for calculat-
ing the view factors for perpendicular planes. A listing of
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both programs is given in the following pages.
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FRCNTVIEW
VIEW FACTORS FOR PARALLEL PLANES
MAIN PROGRAM
DIMENSION F(14,14,14)
FOPMAT(3H1K=I3)
FOPMAT(lHO,14(lX,F8.6))
N = 14 -
M = 14
DO 50 K =
WRITE(6,10)
X =K
P1 = X*X
DO 40 J =
,N
K
I,M
Y= J
01 Y*Y
Q2 (Y-1.)I(Y-1.)
Q3 (Y-2.)*(Y-2.)
RI = P1 + 01
R2 = Pl + 0?
R3 = P1 + 03
Sl = SQRT(R1)
S? = SORT(R2)
S3 = SQRT(R3)
DO 30 1 = 1,J
T1 = 7*Z
T2 = (Z-l.)*(Z-1.)
T3 = (Z--.) * (Z-2.)
R4 = P1 + TI
R5 = P1 + T2
R6 = P1 + T3
S4 = SQRT(P4)
;5 = SQRT(R9)
S6 = SORT(R6)
UI = RI + T3
U2 = R2 + T3
C
C
C
10
11.
1-
ro
U3 = R3 + T3
Ui4 = RI + T2
U5 = R2 + T?
U6 = R3 + T2
U7 = R1 + T I
U= R2 + Ti
U9= R3 + T1
W I ( l*U3*U9*U7*U5*U5*U5*U5) /(U2*U)2*U6*U6*U8*-U*U4*U4)
F1 = Z*(SI*ATAN(Z/S1) - 2.*S2*ATAN(Z/S?) + S3*ATAN(7/S3))
F2 2.*(Z-1.)*(S1*ATAN((Z-1.)/S1) - 2.*S2*ATAN((Z-1.)/S2)
1+ S3*ATAN((Z-1.) /S3))
F3 (Z-2?.) (SI*ATAN((Z-2.)/Sl) - 2,*S2*A TAN((Z-2.)/S2)
1+ S3tATAN((Z-2.)/S3))
F4 = Y*(S4,*ATANj(Y/S4) - 2.*S5*ATAN(Y/S5) + S6*ATAN(Y/S6))
F5 = 2.' (YI. )*(S4*AT AN( (Y-.)S4) - 2.,S5*AT AN( Y-I. )/S)
1+ S6ATAN( Y-1. )/S6))
F6 = (Y-2.) :(S4tATAN ((Y-2,)/S4) - 2.*S5*ATAN( (Y-2.) /Sr)
1+ S6*ATAN((Y-?.)/S6))
F7 = X-X-%AL3OG(W1)/?.
F(IJK) = (FL-F2+F3+F4-F5+F6-F7)/(2.*3.1416)
30 CCNT INUE
WRITE (6,11) (F(I,J,K),I = 1,J)
40 CONT INUF
50 CCNTINtJE
END
0
C SIDEVIEW
C VIEW FACTORS FOR PERPENDICULAR PLANES
C MAIN PROGRAM
DIMENSION F(15,15,15)
10 FORMAT(3H1J=13 )
11 FORMAT(lH0.15(1.XF7.5))
N= 5 -
M =1
L = 15
DO 50 J 19 N
WRITE(6,10) J
X= J
P1 = X*X
P2 = (X-l. )*(X-1.)
DO 40 K = J,M
Y= K
01 = Y*Y
02 = (Y-1.)*(Y-1.)
R1 = Pl + 01
R2 = P1 + 02
R3 = P2 + 01
R4 = P2 + 02
Sl SORT(R1)
S2 = SORT(R2)
S3 = SQRT(R3)
. S4 = SQRT(R4)
DO 30 1 = 1,L
Ti = R1 + 7*Z
T2 = R2 + Z*7
T3 = R3 + Z*Z
T4 = R4 + Z*Z
Ul = RI + (Z-1.)*(Z-1.)
U? = P2 + (Z-1.)*( Z- I)
U= R3 + (7-1.)*(Z-1.)
U4 R4 + (7-1.)*(Z-1.)
VI = R1 + (Z-2.)*(Z-2.)
V2 = R2 + (Z-2.)*(7-2.)
.V3 = R3 + (Z-2.)*(Z-2.)
V4 = R4 + (Z-2.)*(7-2.)
W1 = ( T2*T3) / ( T4*Tl)
W3 = (U2*U2*T1*Vl) / (T2*Ul*Ul*V2)
W4 = (T1*U3*U3 *V1)/(T3*Ul*Ul*V3)
F4 = Z*Z*ALOG(Wl)/4.
F6 = X*X*ALOG(W3)/4.
F7 = Y*Y*ALO)G (W4 ) /4.
NUMI = J*K
TF(NUM1 - 1) 20, 15, 20
15 F1 = Z*(S2*ATAN(7/S2) - Sl*tTAN(
F2 = ?.*(7-1.)*(Sl*ATAN((Z-1.)/S
1- S3*ATAN((7-1.)/S3))
F3 = (7-2.)*(S3*ATAN((Z-2.)/S3)
1+ S2*ATAN((7-2.)/S2))
TF(I .EO. 1) GO TO 16
W2 = (U4*U1)/(U2*03
F5 = (Z-1.)*'(Z-1.)*ALOG(W2)/2.
IF(T .EO. 2) GO TO 18
GO TO 25
16 F5 = 0.
F9 = 0.
F1o = 0.
GO TO 27
18 F8 = 0.
F9 = 0.
Flo = 0.
GO TO 28
20 F1 = 7*(S2*ATAN(7/S2) - S4*ATAN(
1+ S3*ATAN(7/S3))
F2 = 2.*c(Z-1.)*(S4*ATAN((Z-1.)/S
1+ SI*ATAN((Z-l.)/Sl) - S3*ATAN((
F3 = (7-?.)*(S3r:ATAN((Z-2.)/S3)
1- S4*ATANU(7-?.)/S4) + S2*ATAN((
Z/Sl) + S3*ATAN(Z/S3))
1) - S2*ATAN(Z-1.)/S2)
- Sl*ATAN((Z-2.)/S1)
Z/S4) SI*ATAN(Z/Sl)
4) - S2*ATAN((Z-1.)/S2)
7-1.)/S3))
- Sl*ATAN((Z-2.)/Sl)
7-2.)/S2))
H
W2 = (14*U1)f/(U2*tJ3)
F5 =(Z-1.)*(7-1,)*ALOG(W2)/2.
25. W6 = (T4*-U3*1IJ3*V4)f(U4*LJ4- T3*V3)
W7 = (T4*V4',"U2*J2) /(T2*V2"J4*IJ4)
F9 = (X-1.)*(X-1.)*ALOG(W6)/t.
F10 = (Y-1.)*:(Y-i.)*ALOG(W7)/4,
27 W5 = (V2*V3)/(V4*Vl)
F 8 = ( 7-2, )-,t(Z-2. ) -1ALOG(W5 )/4,
283 F(KgIj) = (Fl+F24+3F4+F5+F6+F7+F8+F9.+1O)/(2.*3.I4l6)
30 CONTINUE
WRTE (691.1) (FJKI,,I 1,L
40 CONTINUE
.50 CONTINUE
END
Appendix B
Computer Programs for Calculating
Fluxes in a Cavity
This appendix discusses the computer program used to
calculate the neutron fluxes on the surfaces of a hollow
cavity surrounded by reflective walls. Section B.1 discusses
HOLCAV, used for empty cavities, and Section B.2 discusses
TARGET, a modification to handle cavities surrounding objects.
B.l. HOLCAV
HOLCAV is a computer program using an iteration tech-
nique to solve equation (2.14) as discussed in Section 2.2.
Below is a listing of the symbols used in HOLCAV:
GN(JN,KN) = neutron current incident on a subarea located
at (JN, KN) on face N.
BN(JN,KN) = albedo for a subarea located at (JN,KN) on
face N
2SO(JI,Kl) = source (n/cm *sec) for a subarea located at
(Jl,Kl) on face 1.
CN(JNKN) = calculated neutron current incident on a
subarea located at (JN,KN) on face N. Be-
Comes GN(JN,KN) at start of next iteration.
NCN(JN,KN) = CN(JN,KN)*(l-BN(JN,KN)) = net current through
a subarea located at (JNKN) on face N.
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PHN(JN,KN) = CN(JN,KN)*(l+BN(JN,KN)) = neutron flux on a
subarea located at (JN,KN) on face N.
FL(Ll,L2,L3) = view factor between subareas on parallel
planes.
FP(Ll,L2,L3) = view factor between subareas on perpendi-
cular planes.
Ll,L2, and L3 = coordinates describing the relative
positions of the subareas under con-
sideration. (See Section 2.2)
HN = maximum value of KN on face N.
WN = maximum value of JN on face N
B.2. TARGET
TARGET is a modification to HOLCAV for the purpose of
calculating the neutron flux on a plane of reflecting material
located inside of a cavity. The procedure by which this is
done is discussed in Chapter 4 and will not be repeated here.
In addition to the symbols used in HOLCAV, the following
symbols are used in TARGET.
GMI(JI,KI,N) = neutron current incident on a subarea
BMI(JIKIN)
SOM(Jl,Kl,N)
PHM(J I ,,KI ,N)
located at (JI,KI) on face I of cavity N.
= albedo of a subarea located at (JI,KI)
on face I of cavity N.
2
= source (n/cm -sec) for a subarea located
at (Jl,Kl) on face 1 of cavity N.
= neutron flux on a subarea located at
(JI,KI) on face I of cavity 'N.
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CMI(JI,KI,N) = calculated neutron current incident on a
subarea located at (JI,KI) on face I of
cavity N. Becomes GMI(JI,KI,N) for start
of next iteration.
NCM2(J2,K2,N) = CM2(J2,K2,N) = net current through a
subarea located at (J2,K2) on face 2 of
cavity N.
TSOM(N) = sum of source terms for cavity N.
TCMI(N) = total net current through face I of cavity N.
TCM21(N) = total net current of neutrons passing from
cavity N to cavity NH.
NMAX = total number of cavities = 2
KIMAX (N) = maximum value for KI on face I of cavity N.
JIMAX(N) = maximum value for JI on face I of cavity N.
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H 01.C A V
CURRENTS IN HOLLOW RECTANGULAR CAVITY
THERMAL COLUMN WATER PIPES
DIMENSION G1(10,10),G2(10,10),G3(10,10),G4(1,10),G5(10,10),
1G6 (10,10),B1(10, 10), R2( 10, 10),R3(1l0, 10) ,B4( 10,10) ,B5( 10,10) ,
1B6(10,10) ,C1(10,10),C2(10,10),C3(10,10),C4(10,10),C5(1,10),
1C6(10,10-),NC1(10,10),NC2(10,10),NC3(10,10),NC4(10,10),NC5(10,10),
1NC6(10,10),SnO(10,10),FL(10,10,10),FP(10,10,10),PH1(1C,10),
IPH 2( 10,10) ,PH3 ( 10,1) ,PH 4( 10 ,10 ) , PH5 (10,10) , PH6 (10, 10 )
FORM AT (39 HI
F OPMAT(39H1
FORMAT(41H1
FORMAT (40H1
FORM AT(49H1
FORMAT(39HI
FORMAT( HO,10 (F12.5))
FOPMAT(36H1
FORMAT (36H1
FORMAT(3AH1
FOPMAT(37Hi
FORMAT(37H.
FORMA T( 36H1
FORM AT(9F8.5)
FORMAT(HO ,15F8.5)
CURRENT
CUR RENT
CURRENT
CJPRENT
CURP ENT
CURRENT
NE T
NET
NET
NET
NET
NET
INCI DENT
INCOFNT
INCIDENT
INC IDENT
INCI DFNT
I NCIDENT
CURRENT
CURR EN'T
CURRENT
C UR RE N T
CURRENT
C UR RE NT
TH R U
T HRU
TH RU
TH RU
THRU
THRRU
O N
rN
(IN
ON
fN
ON
FAC E
FACE
FACE
FACE
FACE
FACE
ONE )
TWO)
THREE)
FOUR)
FIVE)
SIX)
FACE ONE)
FACE TWO)
FACE THREE)
FACE FOUR)
FACE FIVE)
FACE SIX)
INTEGER H1,W1,H2,W2,H3,W3,H4,W4,H5,W5,H6,W6
REAL NCl, NC2, NC3, NC4, NC5, NC6
H1=8
W 1=8
H2=8
W2=8
H3=8
W3=8
H4= 8
W4=8
H5=8
W5=8
C.
C
C
H
2
3
4
5
6
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
H6 =8
W6=8
00 21 K1=1,H1
READ(5,16) (G1(Jl,K1),B1(J1,K1)
WRITE(6,17) (G1(J1,K1),B1('J1,KI
21 CCNT INUE
D0 22 K?=1,H2
READ(5,16) (G2(J2,K2),B2(J2,K2)
WRTT E(6,17) (G2(J2,K2),B2(J2,K2
22 CONTINUE
Dn 23 K3=1,H3
READ (5,16') (G3(J3,K3), 3(J3,K3)
WRiTF(6,17) (G3(J3,K3),B3(J3,K3
23 CONTINUE
Dn 24 K4=1,H4
READ(5,16)
WRITE (6,17)
24 CONTINUF
DO 25 K5=1,
READ(5,16)
WRITE(6,17)
25 CCNTINUE
O) 26 K6=1,
READ (5, 16)
WRIT F (6,17)
26 CONTINUE
L3=8
D 0 28 L2=I,
READ( 5,16)
WRITE(6,17)
28 CCNTINUE
L3=8
DO 29 L2=1,
R.EAD(5,16)
WRITE(6, 1.7)
29 CONTINUE
(G4(J4,K4) ,B4( J4,K4)
(G4 (J4, K4 ), B4(J4,K4
H5
(G5 (J5 ,K5) ,85 (J5,K5)
(G5( J5,K5) ,85(J5,K5
H6
(
,SO(J1,K 1), J1=1,W1)
),SO(J1,K1), Jl=1,W1)
, J?=1,W2)
), J2=1,W2)
, J3=1,W3)
), J3=1,W'3)
,,- J4=1,W4)
), J4=1,W4)
, JS=1,W5)
, J5=1,W5)
G6(J6,K6),B6(J6,K6), J6=1,W6)
(G6(J6,K6),B6(J6,K6), J6=1,W6)
(FL(Ll,L2,L3), L1=1,10)
(FL(L1,tL2,L3), L 1=1, 10)
FL(L1,L2,L3), L1=1,10)
(FL(L1,L2,L3), LI=1,10)
DO 31 L 3=1, 10
DO 30 L2=1,10
READ(5,16) (FP
WRTTE(6,17) (F
30 CONT I NUF
31 CrNTINUE
C MAIN PROGRAM
40 DO 101 Kl=1,Hl
DO 100 JI=l,Wl
L3=W4
50
51
60
61
S 2=0.
DO 51 K2=1, H?
L2=1+IA9S(K?-K
DO 50 J2=1,W?
L=1+lIABS(J2-J
S=B2(J2,K2)*FL
S2=S2+S
CONT I NU E
CONTINUE
(LlL2,L3), L1=1,10)
P(L1,L2,L3), L1=1,10)
1 )
1)
(L1 ,L2, L3 )'*G2 (J2,K2)
L3=W1+1-J1
S3=0.
DO 61 K3=1,H3
L2=1+IABS (K3-K1)
DO 60 J3=1,W3
L1 =J 3
S=B3(J3,K3)* cFP(L1,L2,L3)*G3(J3,K3)
S3=S3+S
CONT INUE
CCNT T NU E
L3=J I
S4=0.
DO 71 K4=1,H4
L2=1+IABS(K4-K1)
DO 70 J4=1,W4
L1=J4
S=B4( J4,K4)*FP( L1,L2, L3)*,4( J4,K4)
S4=S4+S
CONTINUE
CONT INUE
L3=H1+1-KI
S5=0.
00 81 J5=1,W5
t 2=1+ IABS( J5-JI)
DO 80 K5~=1,H5
L1=K5
S=B5(JS,K5)*FP(L1,L2,L3)*G5(J5,K5)
S5=SS+S
80 CONT I NUE
81 CONTINUE
L3=K1
S6=0.
DO 91 J6=1,W6
L2=1+IARS (J6-J1)
DO 90 K6=1,H6
L 1=K 6
S=P6 ( J6,,K6)*FP (L1,L2,L 3)
S6=S6+S
90 CONTINUE
91 CCNT INUE
C1( J1,K1) =(S?+S3+ S4+S5+ S
100 CONT INUE
101 CONTINUE
DO 201 K2=1,H2
DO 2'0 J2=1,W2
+G6( J6, K6)
6)
L3=W4
S 1=0.
DO 151 Kl=1, H1
L2=1+I ABS(K2-Kl)
DO 150 J1=1,W1
L1=1+IABS(J2-J1
S=FL ( L1,L2,L3)*(B1( J1,K1)*G1( J1,IK1)+SO J1,K1)+
S1=S1+S
70
71
150 CCNTINUE
151 CONTINUE
L3=W2+1-J2
S 3=0.
00 161 K3=1,H3
L2=1+IABS(K3-K2
D9 160 J3=1,W3
11=W 3+1-,J3
S=R3( J3,K3)'*FP(
S3= S 3+S
160 CONT I NU E
161 CONTI NUE
L3=J2
S4=0 .
DO 171 K4=1,H4
L2=1+IARS (K4-K2
DO 170 J4=1,W4
L1 ,L2,L3 )*G3 (J3,K3)
L I=W 4+ 1-J 4
S=B4 (J4,K4)*FP(L1, L2,L3 )*G4(J4,K4)
S4=S4+S
170 CONTINUE
171 CCNTINUE
L 3=H?+1-K2
S5=0.
DO 181 J5=1,W5
L2=1 + IABS( J5-J2)
D 180 K5=1, H5
1. 1=H 5+1- K(5
S=B5(J 5,K 5) *FP(L 1,L 2,L3) *G5(J ,KS)
S5=S 5+S
180 CONTINUE
181 CONTINUE
L3=K?
S 6=0.
DO 191 J6=1,W6
L2=1+TARS(J6-J?)
H
H
DO 190 K6=1,H6
Ll=H6+1-K6
S=B6( J6,K6) *FP(Ll,L2,L3)'*G6( J6,K6)
S6=S6+S
100 CONTINUE
191 CONTTNUF
C2 ( J2 , K2 )= (S 1+S3+S 4+S 5+S 6)
200 CONT I NUE
201 CONT INUE
DO 301 K3=1,H3
DO 300 J3=1,W3
L~ 3=J *:
S 1=0.
DO 251 K1=1,H1
L?=l+IABS(K3-Kl)
DO 250 Jl=l,W1
L 1=W 1+ 1-J 1
S=FP(L1, L2,L3 )*(
Sl=Sl+S
250 CONTINUE
251 CONT INUE
L3=W3+1-J 3
S2=0.
DO 261 K?=1,H2
L2=1 +IAB3S(K3-K2)
DO 260 J2=1,W2
L1=W2+1 -J?
S=B2( J2 ,V?) *F P( L
S2=S2+S
260 CCNT INUE
261 CONTINUE
L3=W 1
S4=0.
DO 271 K4=1,H4
L 2=1+IABS(K4-K3)
DO 270 J4=1,W4
f1(JlK1)*GI(JI,K1)+SO(J1,KI))
1 L2 ,L3) *G2 (J2, K2)
L 1=1+ IAB S(J4-J 3)
S=P4 (J4,K4)*FL(LlL2,L 3)*G4(J4,K4)
S4=S4+S
270 CONT INUE
271 CCNTINUE
L3=H3+1-K3
S5=0. -
D 281 K5=1,H5
L 2= 1+IABS(K5-J3)
00 280 J5=1,W5
L1=W5+l-JS
S=B5(J5,K5) *FP(LlL2,L3)*G5( J5,K5)
S5=S5+S
280 CONTINUE
281 CONT INJF
t3=K3
S6=0.
DO 291 K6=1,H6
L?=1+IABS(K6-J3)
DO) 29O J6=1,W6
L1=W6+1-J6
S=B6(J6,K6)*FP(L1,L2,L3)*G6(J6,K6)
S6=S6+S
290 CONTINUE
291 CONTINUE
C3(J3,K3 )=(SI+S2+S4+S5+S6)
300 CONTINUE
301 CONTINUE
DO 401 K4=1,H4
DO 400 J4=1,W4
L3=J4
S 1=0.
DO 351 Kl=1,H1
L 2= 1+I AS (K 4-K 1)
DO 350 J1=1,W1
L 1=J1
S=FP(LI,L2,L3)*(BI(J1,KI)*GI(J1,K1)+SO(J1,K1)
Sl=Sl+ S
350 CONT INUE
351 CONT INUE
L3=W4+1-J4
S 2= 0.
DO 361 K?=1,H2
L2=1+IARS(K4-K2)
DO 360 J2=1,W2
Ll =J2
.S=B2( J2,K2)*FP(L1,L2,L3)*G2(J2,K2)
S2=S2+S
360 CCNTINUE
361 CONT INUE
L3=Wl
S3=0.
DD 371 K3=1,H3
L2=1+IAfBS(K4-K3)
DO 370 J3=1,W3
L1=1+IABS(J4-J3)
S=R3 (J3 ,K3)*FLL1, L2, L3)*G3 (J3, K3)
S3=S3+S
370 CONTINUE
371 CONTI NUE
L 3=H4+1-K4
S 5=0.
DO 381 K5=1,H5
L2=1+I ABWSK 5-J4)
DO 380 J5=1,W5
L 1=J5
S=85(J5,K5 )*FP(L1,L2,L3)*G5(J5,K5)
S5=S5+S
380 CONTINUE
381 CONTINUE
L3=K4
S6=0.
All
00 391 K6=1,H6
L 2=1+IAB S( K6-J4)
DO 390 J6=1,W6
S=B6( J6,K6)*FP(L1,L2,L3)*G6(J6,K6)
S6=S6+S
390 CCNTINUE
391 CrNTINUE
C4(J4,K4)=(Sl+S2+S3+S5+S6)
400 C ONTI NUE
401. CONT INUE
DO 501 K5=1,H5
DO 500 J5=1,W5
L3=K5
Sl1=0.
DO 451 J1=l,W1
L 2=1+IABS(J 5-Ji)
DO 450 Kl=1,H1
Ll=H1+1-K1
S=FP(L1,L2,L3)*(Rl(J1,K1)*Gl(J1,Kl)+SO(J1,,K1))
Sl=Sl+S
450 CCNTINUE
451 CONT INUE
L3=H5+1-K5
S2=0.
DO 461 J?=1, W2
L?=1+IABS(J5-J?)
DO 460 K2 =1 ,H2
L l=H 2+1-K 2
S=R2 ( J2 , K2 ) *FP( L1, L2, L3 )*G2( J 2, K2)
S2=S2+ S
460 CONT INUE
461 CCNT INUE
L3=W5+1-J5
S 3=0.
DO 471 J3=lW3
1-.J
\J1-
L2=1+IABS( K5-J3)
Do 470 K3=1,H3
LI=H3i+1-K3
S=P3(J3, K3)*FP(L1,L2,L3)*G3(J3,K3)
S3=S 3+s
470 CONT INUE
471 CONTI NUE.
L3=J5
4=0.
D) 481 J4=1,W4
.L2=1+IARS(K5-J4)
DO 480 K4=1,H4
Ll=H4+1-K4
S=9,4(J4,K4)*FP(L1,L2,L3)*G4(J4,K4)
S4=S4+S
4AO CCNTINUE
481 CONTINUE
L3=H1
S 6=0).
Don 491 K6=1,H6
L2=1 +JABS (K6-K5)
DO 490 J6=1,W6
L 1= 1+IAB S(J6-J5)
S=B6(J6,K6)*FL(L1,L2,tL3)*G6(J6,K6)
S6=S6+S
490 CCNTINUE
491 CONTINUE
C5( JS ,K5)I S1+S2+S3+S4+S6)
500 CONTINUE
501 CONT INUE
DO 611 K6=1,H6
DO 600 J6=1,W6
L3=K6
s1=0.
DO 5 51 Jil=I , WI
L2=1 + IABS (J6-J 1)
DO 550 Kl=1,H1
L 1=K 1
S=FP ( L1, L2, L3)* (B1 (J1,K 1)*G1( J1,K 1)+SO( Jl,K1))
SI=Sl+S
550 CONTINUE
551 CONT INUE
L3=H6+1-K6
S 2=0.
DO 561 J2=1,W2
L2=1+TABS(J6-J2)
.00 560 K2=1,H2
L1=K2
S=B2(J2,K2) *FP( L1,L2,L3)*G2( J2, K2)
S2=S?+S
560 CONT INUE
561 CONTTNUE
L3=W6+1-J6
S3=0.
D 571 J3=1,W3
t2=1+TABS(K6-J3)
DO 570 K3=1,H3
L1=K3
S=B3(J3,K3)*FP(L1,L2,L3)*G3(J3,K3)
S3=S3+S
570 CONTINUE
.571 CONTINUE
L3=J6
S4=0.
DO 531 J4=1,W4
L2=1 +1 ABS (K6-J4)
DO 580 K4=1,H4
L 1=K 4
S=B4( J4,K4)*FP(LlL2,L3)*tG4( J4,K4)
S4=S4+S
580 CONTINUE
581 CONTINUE
wwmmpq ---- 5o
L3=H I
S5=0.
DO 5191 K5=1,H5
L2=1+IABS(K6-K5
D0 590 J5=1,W5
LI=l +IABS (J6-J5)
S=B5( J5,K5)*FL(L1,L2,L3)*G5(J5,K5)
SS=S5+S
590 CONTINUF
591 CONTINUE
.C6(J6,K6)=(S1+S2+S3+S4+S5)
600 CONTINUE
601 CONT INUE
DO 641 K1=I, H1
DO 640 J1=1,Wl
NC1(J1,K1)=C1(J1,K1)*(ll-81(J1,K1)
640 CONTINJE
641 CONTI NUE
DC 651 K2=1,H2
00 650 J2=1,W2
NC2(J2,K2)=C?(J2,K2 )*( 1.-B2( J2,K2)
650 CONT INUE
651 CONTINUE
00 661 K3=1,H3
DO 660 J3=1,W3
NC3( J3,K3)=C3( J3,
660 CCNTINUE
661 CONTINUE
DO 671 K4= 1, H4
DO 670 J4=1,W4
NC4( J4,K4)=C4(J4,
670 CONT INUE
671 CONTINUE
DO 681 K5=1,H5
DO 680 J5=1,W5
NC5(J5,K5)=C5(J5,
)
K3)*(1. -B3(J3,?K3))
K4)*(1. -B4( J4,K4)) .
K5 )*"(1 .- B5 (J5,tK5) )
680 CONTINUE
681 CONTINUE
DO 691 K6=1,H6
DO 690 J6=1,W6
NC6( J6,K6) =C6( J6,K6)*(I .-86( 16 K6))
690 CONTINUE
691 CONTINUE-
TSl=0.
TNC1 =0.
DO 7l K1=1,H1
DO 700 J=1, W1
TSO=TSO+SO(J1,K1)
TNC 1=TNC 1+NC 1( JltK1)
700 CCNTINUJE
701 CONTINUE
TNC2=0.
DO 711 K2=1,H2
DO 710 J2=1, W2
TNC2= TNC2+NC 2'( J2,K2)
710 CONT INUE
711 CONTINUE
TNC 3=0.
00 721 K3=1,H3
DO 720 J3=1,W3
TNC3=TNC33+NC3(J3,K3)
.720 CCNT INU E
721 CONTINUE
TNC4=0.
DO 731 K4=1,H4
DO 730 J4=1,W4
TNC4=TNC4+NC4(J4, K4)
730 CONTI AUE
731 CONTINUE
TNC5=0.
DO 741 K5=1,H5
DO 740 J5=1,W5
TNC5=TNC5+NC5(J5,K5)
740 CONTINUE
741 CONTINUE
TN C 6=0.
Do 751 K6=1,H6
00 750 J6=1 ,W6
TNC6= TNC.6+NC6( J 6,K6)
750 CONTINUF
7151 CONTINUE
KK=TSO/(TNC1+TNC2+TNC3+TNC4+TNC5+TNC6)
.no 811 Kl=1,PH1
DO 810 J1=1,Wl
Cl (J1,K1)=KKtCl(J1,K1)
810 CONTINUE
811 CONT INUE
DO 821 K2=1,H2
00 820 J2=l,W2
C2 (J2,K2 )=KK*C2(J2,K2)
820 CONTINUE
821 CONTINUE
DC 831 K3=1,H3
DO R30 J3=1,W3
C3(J 3,K3 )=KK*C3(J3,K3)
830 CCNTINUE
831 CONTINUE
D0 841 K4=1,H4
DO 840 J4=1,W4
C4(J4,K4)-KK*C4(J4,K4)
840 CONTINUE
P41 CONTINUE
00 851 K5=1,H5
00 850 J5=1,W5
C5(J5,K5)=KK*C5(J5,K5)
850 CONTINUE
F51 CONTINUE
00 861 K6=lH6
O 860 J6=1,W6
C6(J 6,K6)=KK*C6(J6,K6)
860. CONT INUE
861 CONTI NUE
Z=0 .
DC 911 K1=1
00 910 JE=1
XI=ARS(C1 (J
IF(X1 .GE.
,H
1,
Z-)
1
K1)-GI(J1,K1))
GO TO 909
7=7
.GO TO 910
7=X 1
CCNTINtJE
CONTINUE
DO 9?1 K2=1,H2
Do 920 J2=1,W?
X2=ABS(C? (J2,K2)-G2(J2,K2))
IF(X2 .GE. Z) GO TO 919
Z=Z
GO TO 920
Z=X2
CONTI NUE
CONTINUE
DO 931 K3=1,H3
DO 930 J3=1,W3
X3=ARS( C3(J 3,K3)-G3( J3,K3))
IF(X3 .GE. Z) GO TO 929
Z=Z
GO TO 930
7=X3
CONTINUE
CONT INUE
DO 941 K4=1,H4
DC 940 J4=1,W4
X4=ABS(C4( J4,K4)-G4(J4,K4))
IF(X4 .Gc. 7) GO TO 939
909
910
911
H
919
920
921
929
930
931
939
Q40
941
949
950
95 ;
Z=Z
GO TO
Z=X4
94)
CONT I NUE
CCNT INUE
DO 951 K5=1,H5
DO 950 J5=1,W5
X5=ABS(C5(J5,K5)-G5(J5,K5))
IF(X5 .GE. Z) GO TO 949
Z=Z
.GO TO 950
Z=X5
CONTINUE
CONT INUE
DO 961 K6=1,H6
00 960 J6=1,W6
X6= A BS( C6(J6,K6)-G6(J6,K6))
IF(X6 .GE. Z) GO TO 959
Z=Z
GO TO 960
959 Z=X6
960 CONTINUE
961 CCNT INUE
IF(Z .LE. 0.0001) GO TO 1100
00 1011 K1=1,H1
Dr 1010 J1=1,Wl
G1(Ji ,K1)=C1(J1.,Kl)
1010 CONT INUE
1011 CONT INUE
00 1021 K2=1,H2
DO 102 J2=1,W2
G2 (J2 ,K?) =C2 (J2 , K2)
1020 CONTINUE
1021 CONT INUE
DO 1031 K3=1,H3
DO 1030 J3=1,W3
\n
G3( J3,K3)=C3(J3,K3)
1030 CONT INUE
1031 CONTINUE
DO 1041 K4=1,H4
DO 1040 J4=1,W4
G4(J4,K4)=C4(J4,K4)
1040 CONTINUE
1041 CON TI NUE
DO 1051 K5=1,H5
DO 105D J5=1,W5
G5( J5,K5) =C 5( J5,K5)
10 50 CCNT TNUE
1051 CONTI.f\UE
Dfl 1061 K6=1,H6
DO 1060 J6=1,W6
G6(J6,K6) -C6( J6,K6)
1060 CONT INUE
1061 CCNTINUE
GO TO 40
1100 WRITE(6,l)
Do 1110 K1=1,H1
WRITE(6,8) (C1(J1,K1)
1110 CONT INUE
WRI TE (6,2)
DO 1120 K2=1,H2
WRITE(6,8) (C2(J2,K2),
1120 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,3)
D)n 1130 K3=1,H3
WR.I TE (6,8) (C3( J3,K3) 9
1130 CCNTINUE
WRITF(6,4)
DO 1140 K4=1,H4
WRITE(6,8) (C4(J4,K4),
1140 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,5)
J1=1,WI)
J2=1,W2)
J3=1, W3)
J4= 1, W4)
DO 1150 K
WRITE (6,8
1150 CONTINUE
5=1, H5
) (C5(J5,K5),
WRITE (6,6)
DO 1160 K6=1,H6
WRITE(6,8) (C6(J6,K6),
1160 CONT I NUE
WRIT E (6, 10)
02 1210 K=,H1 -
WRITE (6,8) (NCl(J1,KL),
1210 CONTINUE -
WRITE(6,11)
Don 1220 K2=,H2
WRIT E(6,8) (NC2(J2,K2),
1220 CONT INUE
- RITE (6, 12)
o 1230 K3=1,H3
WRITF(6,8) (NC3(J3,K3),
1230 CCNTINUE
WP IT.E (6,13)
[C 1?40 K4=1, H4
WRI TE (6,8) ( NC4( J4, K4) ,
1240 CONTINUE
WRITF(6,14)
DO 1250 K5=1, H5
WR ITE ( 6, 8) (NC5( J5, K5),
1250 CONT INUE
WRITE (6,15)
DO 1260 K6=1,H6
WRITE(6,8) (NC6(J6,K6), J6=1,W6)
1260 CCNT INIJE
WRITF (6,1400)
DO 1311 Kl=1,HI
DO 1310 J1=1,Wl
PH1( J1,K1)=Cl ( J1,K1)*(1.+Bl ( J1,K1))
1310 CONT INUE
J5=1,W5)
J6=1, W6)
J1=1 ,W1)
J2=1,W2)
J 3=1, W 3)
J4=1 ,-W4)
J5=t 9W5)
WRITE(6,8) (PHI(JI,K1),
1311 CONTINUE
WRITE(6, 1401)
00 1321 K2=1,H2
DO 1321 J2=1,W2
PH2 ( J2,K?)=C2( J2,K2)*(I
1320 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,18) (PH2(J2,K?),
13?1 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,140?)
DO 1331 KA=1,H3
DO 1330 J3=1,W3
PH3(J3,K3)=C3(J3,K3)*(1
1330 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,t8) (PH3( J3,K3),
- 133-1 CCNTINUE
. WRITE(6,1.403)
DO 1341 K4=1,H4
DO 134' J4=1,W4
PH4( J 4,K4)=C4( J4,K4)*( 1
1340 CONTTNUE
WRITF(6,8) (PH4(J4,K4),
1341 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,4 4)
00 1351 K5=1,H5
O 1350 J5=1,W5
PH5 (J5 ,K5) =C5.( J5, K5 )*( H
1350 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,8) (PH5(J5,K5),
1351 CONTINUE
WR ITE(6,1405)
DC' 1361 K6=1,H6
DO 1361 J6=1,W6
PH6(J6',K6)=C6(J6,K6)*(1
1360 CCNTINUE.
WRITE(6,8) (PH6(J6,K6) I
J 1=1,WI)
.+B2(J2,K2))
J2=I,W?)
.+B3(J3,K3))
J3=1 ,W3)
.+B4(J4,K4))
J4=1,W4)
.+B5 (J5,K5))
J5=1,W5)
.+B6(J6,K6))
J6=1 ,W6)
H
1361 CONTINUE
1400 FORMAT(27H1
1401 FORMAT(27H1
1402 FORMAT(29H1
1403 FORMAT(28H1
1404 FORPMAT(28H1
1405 FORMAT(27H1
FND
FLUX ON FACE ONE)
FLUX ON FACE TWO)
FLUX ON FACE THREF)
FLUX ON FACE FOUR)
FLUX ON FACE FIVE)
FLUX ON FACE SIX)
Hs
c TARGET
C MAIN PROGRAM
c FLUXES IN CONVER.GING HOLLOW CAVTTY
C0M'lON GMI(10,10,,In),GM?(If)110,10),GM3(10,10,10)tGM4(10110110),GM5
I(IO,10710)IC7M6(10,10,10),BMICIOIIOIIO)IBM?(10910,10),RM3(10,10910)
1,,BM4(10.rlOtlO)73M5(lOv10,rlO),oBM6(10110vl.O)ISO"4(10910910),P'iMI(IOI
110110),PHM2(10110110)tPHM3(10110,10)tPHP44(107109.10),P'-iM5(10110110)
]_IDHM6(1091,0,910)tCMI(IOtlOtIO),CM2(10,PlOvlO)vC,,,13(10910110)vCM4(101
110110),CM5(10710419),.CM6(1,0110110),NCM2(10,10,10)
I qC2( 10,10! NC3( 10,10) rNC4( 10,rlO) ,fllC5('10,v 10) rNC6( 10,10) ISO( 10,10)
IPH1(10tlO)vPH?(10110.)IPH3(lf)910),PH4(10tlO)tPH9(10110)IPH6(10910)
C:)M, AON TSO l(.10),TCM21(10),TCMI(10)tTCM2(10),TCM3(10)tTCM4(10)t
lTCM5(10)9TC!'A6(10)
COMMON TNClvTNC2,P.TNC3,PTNC4,PT 4f,59TNC6
COMMON FL(10,10110),FP(10,10910),KKtZtHlIH2tH3vH4vH5tH6lWltW2tW3v
lW49W5,yW6
COMMON KIMAX(10)7JIt,!AX(lO)?K2MAX(IO),tJ2MAX(IO),tK3MAX(IO),?J3MAX(IO)
lIK4tlAX(lO)9J4 IAX(.IO)IK5MAX(lO)9,)5MAX(10),?,K6MAX(IO)IJ6MAX(IO)
INTEGER HK2tHJ2
TNTEGER HI.,rt4ltH29W?-,rH39WIIH4,144,IH5,pW5,9H6?W6
REAL KK
REAL NClvNC2jNC3jNC4,NC5jNC6jNCM2
READ(5110) NMAX
10 FORMAT ( 115
DO RO N=1 wNJmAX
READ(5,11) (KIMAX(N)tJIM.AX(N)IK2MAX(N)tJ2MAX(N)tK3MAX(N)IJ3MAX(,N)I
IKI*.fAAX(N),rJ4MAX(N)9K5MAX(N),?J5MAX(N)tK6MAX(,N).PJ6MAX(N))
11 PORMAT(12T5)
14RITE(6,11) (KIMAX(N),tJIMAX(N)tK2MAX(N)tJ2MAX(N)tK3MAX(N)IJ3MAX(N)
lIK4MAX(N)lj4MAX(,N)tK5MAX(N)9J5MAX(N),tK6 tAX(N)9J6MAX(N))
H !=K I "-A X (N)
wi =,J 1 MAX (1,1 )
H2 =K2 MAX ( N)
W2=J2MAX(N)
H3=K3 MAX (N)
W3=J3MAX(N)
H4=K4MAX (N)
W4=J4MAX (N)
H5=k5MAX(N)
W5=J5 MAX. N)
H6=K6MAX(N)
W6=J6MAX(j)
DO 12 Kl=1,Hl
READ(5,13) (GMl(J.,K1,N),BMI(J1,K1,N),S
13 FORMAT(913.5)
WRITF (6,14) (GM1(J1,K1,N) ,BMl(J1,K1,N) ,
14 FORMAT(lHO,15F8.5)
12 CONTINUE
DO 15 K2=1,H2
READ(5,13) (GM2(J2,K2,N) ,M2(J2,K2,N),
WRITE (6 ,14) (GM2(J2,K2,N),RM2(J?,K2,N),
15 CONTINUE
DO 16 K3=1,H3
READ(5,13) (GM3(J3 , K3, N) ,BM3( J3, K3,N) ,
WRITE(6,14) (GM3(J3,K3,N),RM3(J3, K3,N),
16 CONTINUE
DO 17 K4=1,H4
READ(5,13) (GM4(J4,K4,N),BM4(J4,K4,N),
WRITE (6,14) (GM4(J4,K4,N) ,M4(J4,K4,N),
17 C'NT1[ INUE
D 1.8 K5=,H5
RCAD(r,,13) (GM5(J5,K5,N) ,RMS5(J5,K5,N) ,
WRTTE(6,14) (GM5(J5,K5,N),B5(J5,K5,N)
18 CONTINUE
DO 19 K6=1,H6
READ(5,13) (GM6(J6,K6,N),BM6(J6,K6,N),
WRITE (6,14) (GM6(J6,K6,N) ,BM6(J6,K6,N),
19 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE
OM(Ji ,K1,N)
SOM(J11,K1,N) ,
J2=1,W2)
J2=1, W2)
J3=1iW3)
J3=1,W3)
J4=1,W4)
J4=1,W4)
J5=1,W5)
J5=1,W5)
J6=1 , W6)
J6=1,W6)
J1=1, W1)
J1=1,4 1)
READ(5,10) MMAX
WRITE(6,r1) MMA
81 FORMAT('0,115)
DO P5 M=1,MMAX
READ(5,10) L3
1WRITE(6,81) L3
DO 83 L2=1, 10
READ(5,13) (FL(
WRITF(6,14) (FtL
83 CONTINUE
85 CONTINUF
DO 89 L3=1,10
00 89 L2=1,10
REA0(5,13) (FP(
WRTTE(6,14) (FP
.9 CONTINUE
90 DO 500 N=1,NMAX
H1=KlMAX(N)
W1=JIMAX(N)
H2=K2 'IAX (NJ)
W2=J2 MAX( N)
H3=K3MAX(N)
W3=J3 MAX (N)
X
Ll,L2,L3),
(L1,L2,L3)
L1,L?,L3),
L1,L2,L3),
Ll=1, 10)
L1=1, 10)
Ll=1, 10.)
L1=1, 10)
H4=K4MAX(N)
W4=J4MAX(N)
H5=K5 MAX (N)
W5=J5MAX(N)
H6c=K6 MAX (N)
W6=J6MAX(N)
TS.OM( N)=0.
00 100 Kl=l,H1
00 100 JI=1,W1
Gl(J1,K1)=GM1(Jl,Kl,N)
Bl ( Ji ,K1 )=RMl ( Ji,Kl, N)
S-J(i J,K 1)=SOM(Jl ,.K1,N)
TSOM(N)=TSOM(N)+SO(JlK1)
fH
100 CONTINUE
DO 110 K2=1,H2
DO 110 J2=1,W2
G2(J2,K2)=GM2(J2,K2,N)
R2 ( J2 ,K2 )=BM2(J?,K2,N)
110 CONTINUE
0 120 K3=1.,H3
00 120 J3=1,W3
G3(J3,K3)=GM3(J3,K3,N)
B3(J3,K3)=RM3(J3,K3,N)
120 CONTINUE
09 130 K4=1,H4
On 130 J4=1,W4
G4(J4,K4)=GM4(J4,K4,N)
B4(J4,K4)=RM4(J4,KX4,N)
130 CONTINUE
00 140 K5=1,H5
DO 140 J 5=1,W5
G5 ( J5,K5 )=GM5 (J5,K5,N)
R5( J5 ,K5 )=RM5( J5,K5,N)
140 CONTINUF
DO 150 K6=1,H6
DO 150 J6=1,W6
G6 ( J6 ,K6 )=GM6( J6,K6,N)
B6(J6,K6)=BM6(J6,K6,N)
150 CONTINUE
CALL HOLCAV
TCMl( N)=TNCl
DO 160 Kl=1,H1
0 160 J1=1,W1I
CA 1(J1,K1,N)=Cl(JL,K1)
160 CONTINUE
TCM2(N)=TNC2
DO 170 K2=1,H2
D0 170 J?=1,W2
CM2(J2,K2,N)=C2(J2,K2)
NCM2(J2,K?,N)=NC2(J2,K2)
170 CONTINUE
TCM3(N)=TNC3
00 180 K3=1,H3
D0 180 J3=1,W3
CM3 (J3,K3,N)=C3( J3, K3)
180 CONTINUE
TCM4(N)=TNC4
DO 190 K4=1,H4
DO 190 J4=1,W4
CM4(J4,K4,N)=C4(J4,K4)
190 CJNTINUE
TCM5( N)=TNC5
fl9 200 K5=1,H5
DO 200 J5=1,W5
CM51 c (J5, K5,N )=C5(J5, K5)
200 CONTINUE
TCM6(N)=TNC6
DO 210 K6=1,H6
DO 210 J6=1,W6
CM6(J6,K6,N)=C6(J6,K6)
210 CONTINUE
IF(N .EO. NMAX) GO TO 500
TF(N .EO. 1) GO TO 215
fHK2=K IMAX( N+1)
HJ2=J 1MAX(N+1)
LK2=((H2-HK2)/2)+1
L J2=( ( W2-HJ1)/2) +1
MK? =L K 2+ HK 2-1
MJ2=L J2+H-HJ2-1
GO TO 216
215 LK2=3
LJ2=4
MK 2=6
MJ2=7
216 TCM21(N)=0.0
MW
DO 220 K2=LK2,MK2
DO 220 J?=L J2,MJ2
TCM21(N)=TCM21(N)+NCM2(J2,K2,N)
Kl=K2+1-LK2
J= J 2+1-L J2
SJM(J1,KIN+1)=CM2(J2,K2,N)
220 CONTINUE
500 CONTINUF
TTCM= TCM l(1)
DO 51O N=1,NMAX
TTC M= TTCMi+TCM2(N)+TCM3( N)+TCM4(N)+TCMS (N)+TCM6 (N)
510 CONTINUE
NN=NMAX-1
D 515 N=1,NN
TTCM=TTCM-TCM21(N)
515 CONTINUE
521 KK=ABS(TSOM1 )/TTCM)
7=0.0
D 700 N=1,NMAX
522 FOR'AT('0,1F10.5)
H1=KlMAX(N).
W1=J 1MAX (N)
H2=K2 MAX (N)
W2=J2MAX(N)
H3=K3MAX(N)
W3=J3MAX(N)
H4=K4MAAX(N)
W4=J4!MAX
H9=K5MAX
W5.=J5MAX
H6=K6MIAX
W6=J6MAX
00 530 K
O 530' J
Cl ( J,K 1
G( (Jl ,K 1
(N)
(N)
(N)
(N)
N)
l=1 ,H1
1=1,W1
) =C Ml ( JI ,.K1 , N)
)=GMl( J 1,K1,N)
HQN
R1(J1I, K1)=RMl(J1, K IN)
530 CONTINUE
DO 540 K2=1,H2
D9 540 J2=lW2
C2(J2,K2)= CM2(J2,K2,N)
G2(J2,K2)= GM2(J2,K2,N)
B2(J2,K2)=BM2(J2,K?,N)
540 CONTINUE
DO 550 K3=1,H3
O 550 J3=1,W3
C3(,J3,K3)= CM3(J3,K3,N)
G3(J3 ,K3)=GM3(,J3,,K3,N)
33(J3,K'3)=BM3(J3,K3, N)
550 CONTINUF
DO 560 K4=1,H4
DO 560 J4=1,W4
C4(,4,K4)=CM4(J4,K4,N)
G4(J4,K4)=GM4(J4,K4,N)
F4(j4.,K4)=BM4(J4,K4,N)
560 CONT I NUE
DO 570 K5=I,H5
DO 570 15=1,W5
C5(J5,K5) =CM9(J5,K5,N)
G5(J5,K5)= GM5(J5, K5,N)
R5(J5,,Kr )=BM5(J5,K5,N)
570 CONTINUE
DO 580 K6=1,H6
DO 580 J6=lW6
C6(J6,K6)=CM6(16,PK6,N)
G6(J6,K6)=GM6(J6,K6,N)
B6 ( J6 ,K6 ) =BM6 ( J6 , K6 , N)
580 CONTINUE
CALL NORM
7=7
592 FIRMAT('0',1F10.5)
DO 590 Kl=I,H1
DO 590 J1=1,Wl
GPi1(J 1,K 1,N)=C1( Jl,K1)
PHM1( J I,KI ,N)=PHI (11 ,KI)
590 CONTINUE
DD 600 K2=1,H2
DO 600 J2=1,W2
GM2(J2,K2,N)=C2(J2,K2)
PHM2( J2,K2,N)=PH2(J2,K2)
600 CONT INUE
00 610 K3=1,H3
0] 610 J3=1,W3
GMl(J3,K 3,N)=C3(J3, K3)
PHM3( J3,K3,N)=PH3(J3,K3)
610 CONTINUE
00 620 K4=1,H4
DO 620 J4=1,W4
GM4(J4,K4,N)=C4(J4,K4)
PHM4(J4,K4,N)=PH4(J4,K4)
620 CONTINUE
DO 630 K5=1,H5
00 630 J5=1,W5
( 5(J5,K5,N)=C5(J5,K5)
PHM5(J5,K5,N)=PHS(J5,K5)
630 CONTINUE
DO 640 K6=1,H6
DO 640 J6=1,W6
GM6 (J6,K6,N)=C6(J6,K6)
PHM6(J6,K6,N)=PH6(J6,K6)
640 CONTINUE
700 CONTINUE
IF(Z .LE. 0.0001) GO TO 1000
NN=NMAX-1
DO 720 N=1,NN
TF(N .EO. 1) GO TO 705
H2=K2 MAX (N)
W2=J2MAX(N)
1-
HK2=KIMAX (N+1)
HJ2=JIMA X (N+l)
LK 2=( (H2-HK2) /2)+1
LJ?=( (W2-HJ2)12)+1
MK ?=L K2+HK2 -1
MJ?=I J 2+HJ 2-1
GO TO 706
705 LK2=3
L J2=4
MK 2=6
MJ2=7
706 D 710 K2=LK2, MK2
00 710 J?=L J2,MJ.2
Kl=K2+1-LK2
Jl=J2+1-L J2
B2(J2,K2,N)=GM(J,KlN+1)/GM2(J2,K2,N)
710 CONT I NUE
720 CONTINUE
GO TO -0
1000 00 1500 N=1,NMAX
HI=K1MAX (N)
W1=Jl MAX (N)
H2=K2 MAX(N)
W2=J2MAX(N)
H3=K3MAX(N)
W3=J3MAX( N)
H4=K4 MAX (N)
W4=J4MAX(N)
H5=K5 MAX (N)
ON
W45=J5'A X ( N)
H6=K6 MAX (N)
46 =J6 MAX (N)
WRITF(6,1001) N
1001 FORMAT ('I', 'FLUX
DO 1010 Kl=l,H1
W4RITE(6, 1011.) (P
ON FACE ONE,CACITY ',12)
HMl(JI,K1,N), J1=1,W1)
1011 FORMAT('O',10F12.5)
1010 CONTINUE
WRITF(6,1012) N
1012 F]RMAT('1','FLUX ON
00 1020 K2=1,H2
WRITE(6,1011) (PHM2
1020 CONTINUE
W4RITE(6,1021) N
1021 FORMAT('I1','FLUX ON
Dq 1030 K3=1,H3
WRTTE(6,1011) (PHM3
1030 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,1031) N
1031 FORMAT(1l','FLUX ON
DD 1C40 K4=1,H4
WRITE(6,1011) (PHM4
1040 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,1041) N
1041 FDRMAT(*1','FLIUX ON
00 1050 K5=1,H5
WRITE(6,1011) (PHM5
1050 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,1051) N
1051 FOPMAT('1.1,6FLUX ON
DO 1060 K6=1,H6.
H
QN
a'
FACE TWOCAVITY ',12)
(J2,K2,N), J2=1,W2)
FACE THREECAVITY
(J3,K3,N),
',12)
J3=1,W3)
FACE FOURCAVITY ',12)
(J4,K4,N), J4=1,W4)
FACE FIVECAVITY
(J5,K5,N) , J5=1.,W5)
FACE SIXCAVITY ',12)
(PHM6(J6,K6,N), J6=1,W6)RI TE (6,1011)
1060 CONTINUE
1510 CONTINUE
END
',1?12)
SUBROUTINE NORM
COMMnN GM( 10,10,10)
(10 ,10,10) , GM6 ( 10, 10
1,BM4( 10, 10, 10) ,BM5( 1
110 ,10 ), PHM2 (10, 10, 10
I, DHM16(10,10() ,10f),9CIAl(
110, 10) , CMq( 10, 10,10)
COMMON G1(10,10),lG?(
1 ,Bl I 10,10) , R2( 10,1 0)
1,10),C2(10,10),C3(10
iNC2(10,l0) ,NC3( 10,10
1PH1( 10, 10) ,PH2( 10,10
COMMiJN TSOM(10) ,TCM2
, GM2( 10, 10, 10) ,GM3( 10,1
,10 ) , 1~ ( 10, 10 10) ,BM2(
0, 10,10) ,BM6(10, 10 ,10) ,
), PHM3( 10, 10, 10) ,PHM4(l
10,10,10),CM2(10,10,10)
,CM6( 10, 10,10) ,NCM2( 10,
10, 10) ,G3( 10, 10) ,G4( 10,
,B3(10,10),R4(10,10),B5
,10) ,C4( 10, 10) ,C5( 10, 10
) ,NC4 (10,10) ,NC5(10,10)
i1(10) ,TCMl( 10) ,TCM2( 10)
0,10) , GM4(10,10,10 ) ,GM5
10, 10,10) , 1A3( 10, 10, 10)
SOM( 10,10 ,10) ,PHMl(10,
0,10, 10) , PHM5(10 ,10,10)
,CM3( 10, 10, 10) ,CM4( 10,
10,10)
10) ,G5( 10, 10) ,G6( 10,10)
(10,10), 6 (10,10),Cl( 10
),C6(10,10),NC1(10,10),
,NC6( 10,10) ,SO( 10,10),
,P-5(10,10),PH6(10,10)
,TCM3( 10) ,TCM4( 10) ,
ITCMq( 10),ITCM6(10)
COMMON TNC1, TNC2,TNC3,TNC4,TNC5
COMMON FL(10,10,l0),FP(10, 10,10
1W4, W5,W6
, TNC 6
),KKZ,Hl,12,H3,H4,H5,H6,WlW2,W3,
COMMON KiMAX(10),JMAX(10),K2MAX(10) ,J2MAX(10) ,K3MAX(10) ,J3MAX(10)
1,K4MAX(10),J4MAX(10),K5MAX(10),J5MA X(10),K6MAX(10),J6MAX(10)
INTFGFP HK2,HJ2
INTEGER H1,W1,H2,W2,H3,W3,H4,W4,H5,W5,H6,W6
REAL KK
REAL Ndl,NC 2, NC3, NC4, NC5,NC6, NCM2
DO A1l Kl=1,Hl
DO 810 J1=1,Wl
Ci(JI,K1)=KK*Cl(JIK1)
PHI(J1,K1)=C1(JI, K1)*(1.+BI(Jl,K1))
X1=ABS(Cl( J1,Kl) -Gl( J1,K1) I
!F(X1 .GF. 7) GO TO 909
Z=Z
GO TO 810
Z=X1
CONTINUE
CONTI NUE
D) R21 K2=1,H?
00 R20 J2=1,W2
oH
909
810
811
gm'1=gr 0O 8 c)D
! H I=A l~b CU
3TlN 11NG23 1476
DfiNIINM 0478
47X =2 b~b
0+783 01 ot)
L=71
OEb Cl 09. (Z *-390 -'X)JI1
4,M'I=tyf' O-17 GO~
17H'1=-i)1 14,, bG
3AfNIlNG2J U8A
.X~z 6Z o
6Z6 0i. 09 (1 30* EX)-l'
.H'1=i A 1E8 CG
3IN I iN J3 I -G 3
3ti N IlNLUK) OZ6
ZX=Z bl1b
028 Di (At)
b16 Ui 09 (Z2 D * ZX dil
IF(X5 .GE. Z) GO TO 949
7=7
GO TO 850
949 Z=X5
950 CONTINUE
851 CONTINUE
00 861 K6=1,H6
09 860 J6=1,W6
C6(J6,K6)=KK*C6(J6,K6)
PH6(J6,K6)=C6( J6 , K6)*(1.+B6(J6,K6))
X6=A3S(C6(J6,K6)-G6(J6,K6))
IF(X6 .GE. 7) GO TO 959
Z=7
GO TO 860
959 Z=X6
860 CONTINUE
861 CONTINUE
RETUPN
END
--= ._ --- --M- now
Appendix C
Lead Shutter Shielding Effects
Because of the benefits to be gained in neutron economy
by eliminating the lead shutters (Section 3.2), it was de-
cided to determine what.effect the lead shutters had in
shielding the D20 lattice room and the hohlraum. The relative
locations of the regions of interest are shown in figure C.l.
As shown in the figure, there are three movable shields: the
cadmium shut-ter (Cd), the lead shutter (Pb), and the steel
doors (Fe). There are eight possible combinations for the
shields which are given in Table C.l.
Table C.1
Shield Combinations
Cd Open Cd Closed
Pb open, Fe open Pb open, Fe open
Pb open, Fe closed Pb open, Fe closed
Pb closed, Fe open Pb closed, Fe open
Pb closed, Fe closed Pb closed, Fe closed
Measurements were made of -the gamma dose rate, the fast
neutron flux, and the thermal neutron flux in the lattice
room and hohlraum for all eight combinations. The measure-
ments were also made as a function of the reactor power (both
increasing and decreasing)..
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FIG. C.I RELATIVE POSITIONS OF LATTICE ROOM,
HOHLRAUM, AND SHUTTERS
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H 1CEjIE
In the lattice room the gammas were measured with a
"Cutie Pie". detector, the fast neutrons with a BF3 sheathed
in polyethylene, and the slow neutrons with a bare BF3. In
the hohlraum the gammas were measured with a "Victoreen"
detector, the fast neutrons with a polyethylene and cadmium
3 2.
sheathed BF for fluxes <5X10 n/cm sec and a polyethylene3
3
and cadmium sheathed fission chamber for fluxes >5X10 , and
7 2
the slow neutrons with a bare BF for fluxes <10 n/cm - sec3
and a bare fission chamber for fluxes >10 .
The results of the measurements are tabulated in Tables
C.2 through C.5, and plotted in figures C.2 through C.7
With the lead shutter in the open position, the gamma dose
rate in the. lattice room appears to follow the slow neutron
flux. This means that most of the gammas reaching the lattice
room are capture gammas from the graphite in the thermal
column and hohlraum. It therefore follows that the gamma dose
rate in the lattice room can be controlled by controlling the
thermal flux in the thermal column by means of the cadmium
shutter. The steel door (with cadmium on it) also has a large
effect on the lattice room gamma dose rate, indicating that a
large part of these gammas originate in the graphite of the
hohlraum.
A large fraction of the gammas reaching the hohlraum come
directly from' the reactor; therefore, the cadmium shutter alone
is not very effective in reducing the hohlraum gamma dose rate.
However, the steel doors are very effective in shielding the
hohlraum from gamma rays. It appears that the only time the
lead shutter may have to be closed is for work in the thermal
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Table C.2
Dose Rates in Hohlraum
Cd Shutter Open
Friday July 12, 1968
C = closed
0 = opened
Slow Neutrons Fast Neutrons Gammas, R/min
Power 2 2 Power Power
KW Pb Fe CPM n/cm -sec CPM n/cm - sec Decreasing Mon. Jul'y 15
0 0 93,424(FC) 2.90X10 68 65.5
5000 0 C 14,807(FC) 1.44X105  0.1 0.1
C 0 38,983(FC) 1.21X106 25 23
C C 1,019(FC) 3.16X104 0 ~0.01
0 0 17,312(FC) 5.37X10 5  32.5 12.7
1000 0 0 891(FC) 2.76X10 4 1~ -0.01
C 0 6,921(FC) 2.15X10 5  0.34-0.5 4.3
C C 188,224(BF3) 6.77X106  193(FC) 5.48x103  0 03
0 0 1.72 1.75
100 0 C 44(FC) 3.43X106  149,311(BF 3) 2.99X103  0.75 0
C 0 800,ooo(FC) 5.60X10 10  715(FC) 2.22X10 4  0.27 0.4
C C 17,594(BF3 ) 6.25X10 5 32,701(BF3 6.54xlo2 0.25 0
1 -J
Table C.2 (Continued)
Slow Neutrons Fast Neutrons Gammas, R/min
Power 2 2 Power Power
KW Pb Fe CPM n/cm sec CPM n/cm -sec Decreasing Mon. July 15
0 0 137,868(FC)
10 0 C 8,244(BF3 )
C 0 64,734(FC)
C *C 1,808(BF3 )
9.64X104
2. 92X10 5
4.88X10
6.41X10 4
232,200(BF
3)
14 ,660(BF
3)
92,88o(BF3 )
3,095(BF3 )
4.64X10 3
2. 93X10 2
1.86X103
6.19x 1
H
-'3
0.12
0.0
0.04
0.25 0
Table C.3
Dose Rates In Hohlraum
Cd Shutter Closed
Sat. July
C = closed
0 = Opened13, 1968
Slow Neutrons Fast Neutrons Gammas
Power 2Tracer Lab Victoreen
Kw Pb Fe CPM n/cm2 --sec CPM n/cm2 'sec mr R/Min
0 0 275,000(FC) 1.93X10' 0  6,74o(FC) 2.09X10 5  400 7.6
1000 0 C 869(FC) 2.69X10 8 0
C 0 1,844(FC) 5.72X10 4400 0.3
C C 148,392(BF3) 5.35X106  188(FC) 5.83X10 3  4 0
. 32,784(FC) 2.29X109 657(FC) 2.04X10 50 0.79
100 0 C 74,746(BF3) 2.83X10 132,234(BF3) 2.64X103  2 0
C 0 22,822(FC) 1.6ox109  190(FC) 5.89X103 . 30 0
C C .16,630(BF3 ) 5.91X10 5 29,276(BF3 ) 5.86X10 2 2 0
H
3,163(FC)
7,886(BF
3
2,123(FC)
2. 22X10 8
2. 80X10 5
1. 44xo 8
104,442(BF 3)
13,868(BF
3
30,144(BF
3
)
)
2 .09X10 3
2.77 X10 2
6 .03X10 2
7.74X101
5 0.06
4 0
1,653(BF3 ) 5.86X10 4 3,871(BF3 )
0 0
10 0
C
C
0
1 0C IC
Table C.4
Dose Rates in Lattice Room
Cd Shutter Open
Friday July 12, 1968
C = Closed
0 = Opened
Slow Neutrons
CPM n/cm2- sec
16,300 1.25X10 2
Fast
CPM
81,000
1,960,000
Neutrons
2
*n/cm - sec
9.00X10 2
2.18Xl0
Gammas, mr/hr
60,000
100
30,000
0 0 800,000 6.15X10 3  575,00 6.39X103  5,500
100 0 C 1,700 1-31X10 8,300 9.22X10 150
C 0 372,000 2.86X10 3  278,000 3.09X103  3,000
C C 385 2.96 1,648 1.83X101 100
Power
KW
5000
'-I
0'
1000
Pb
0
0
C
C
0
0
C
C
Fe
0
C
0
C
0
C
0
C
Table C.4 (Continued)
Slow Neutrons Fast Neutrons Gammas, mr/hr
Power
KW Pb Fe CPM n/cm 2 -sec CPM n/cm2
0 0 87,000
10 0 - C 167
C 0 .41,000
C . C 33
6.69xlo 2
1.28
3.15X10 2
2.54X10~ 1
63,000
800
29,000
7.00X10 2
8.89
3. 22X102
238
550
100
350
100
Table C.5
Dose Rates in Lattice Room
Cd Shutter Closed
Sat. July 13, 1968
C = Closed
0 = Opened
Slow Neutrons Fast Neutrons Gammas, mr/hr
Power
KW Pb Fe CPM n/cm -sec CPM n/cm sec
o 0
5000 0 C
C 0
C C
0 0 289,000 2.22X103  470,000 5.22X10 3  1,800
1000 0 C 15,500 1.19X102 74,200 8.24x1o 2  100
C 0 160,200 1.23X10 3  180,000 2.OOX10 3  1,000
C C 13,343 2.57X101  15,900 1.77X102  150
0 0 29,000 2.23X102 51,600 5.74X102  300
100 0 C 1,523 1.17X10 7,700 8.55X10 100
2C 0 15,839 1.22X10. 18,1419 2.05X10 200
C C 309 2.38 1,686 1.87X10 100
CXo
Table C.5 (Continued)
Slow Neutrons Fast Neutrons Gammas, mr/hr
Power 2 2
KW Pb Fe CPM n/cm .sec CPM n/cm *sec
0 0
10 0 C
C 0
C C
2,850
160
1,528
30
2. 19X10 1
1.23
1.17X10 1
2.31X10- 1
5,296
843
1,911
210
5.89X10 1
9.36
2.22X10 1
2.34
100
100
100
100
1000
POWER , Kw
1013
- 1012
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l-z
10
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1 0
0w
r
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column itself.
The steel doors appear to be the most effective shield
against fast neutrons in both the hohlraum and lattice room.
One would expect this for the hohlraum but not for the lattice
room since the steel doors do not lie in the line of sight
from the reactor to the lattice room. The apparent effect
is probably due to the way in which the fast neutrons were
measured. The fast neutron detectors were sheathed in cad-
mium; therefore, they were actually measuring epicadmium
neutrons which include some of the thermal spectrum which can
be reflected into the lattice room by the hohlraum. Thus,
any effect the steel doors have on thermal neutrons above the
cadmium cut-off would be observed as an effect on fast
neutrons. In fact because of the observed large effect
fast, steel closed ~0.01), it may be concluded that most of
fast, steel open
"fast" neutrons are really epicadmium thermal neutrons, and
that the real fast flux is very small.
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Appendix.D
Cryostat Heat Load Calculations
D.l. Thermal Column Flux Measurements
To determine the induced heating due to thermal neutrons,
fast neutrons, and graphite capture gammas, it is necessary
to know these fluxes in the thermal column. As part of this
work the absolute thermal flux and cadmium ratio were measured
in a horizontal beam port in the thermal column (9CHI) using
cobalt and gold foils. The foils were-counted with a NaI
crystal calibrated for absolute count rates for cobalt (11).
The cadmium ratio is given by
(Cb-CB)WC[1-T(C c-CB)] eT bT c) (D.1)
(C c-CB)W bl-T(Cb-CB)]e
where C = bare foil count rateb
C = -Cd covered foil count rate
c
CB = background count rate
W = Cd covered foil weight
c
Wb = bare foil weight
T = counter dead time
X = foil decay constant
T Db = bare foil decay time
TD C = Cd covered foil decay time.
The absolute 2200m/sec flux is given by
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b
A(1- (Cb-CB)eXTD
2200 N RWb 22 0e[-T(Cb-CB){l-eX(TR-T-C) eXTC
(D.2)
where A = atomic weight
N = Avogadro's number
a2200 = 2200 m/sec activation cross section
c = counter efficiency = 0.00859 (11)
TR = total irradiation time = 100 hr, 23 min
TC = time lead shutters closed = 8 hr, 3 min
= ratio of flux with lead shutter closed to
flux with shutter open = 0.52 (12).
The parameters needed to calculate the cadmium ratio and
$2200 are given in Table D.l.
Table D.1
Thermal Column Flux Data
- b, counts/min
C . counts/min
CB, counts/min
Wb, grams
Wc, grams
T, min
X, hr~
b
TDb, hr
T chr
-A, amu
a2 2 0 0, barns
Cobalt
334,338
1,779
73.6
0.020333
0.053660
(2.15±).65)10~9
1.-5072X10-5
576
576
Gold
139,347
77,340
110
0.003261
0.012264
(1.97 ±0.56)l0~
0.010736
329.15
69.57
58.94
37.3
188
The dead times were measured using.the two source method.
The foils were Al-Au(.072%) wire 30 mils in diameter and Al-Co
(0.55%) wire 40 mils in diameter. The cadmium covering was
40 mil. diameter tubing with a 20 mil wall. No correction
has been made for flux depressions in the foils.
By using the data in Table D.l gives
[CR] Cobalt = 517.76±4.35
[CR] Gold = 111.44±1.14e
The higher .value for cobalt is due to the fact that the in-
finitely dilute resonance integral for cobalt is only about
75 barns as compared with about 1500 barns for gold.
Using the data for cobalt gives
10 2
$2200 = (5.80±0.03)10 n/cm -sec
10 2
and $th 2200 = (7.34±0.04)10 n/cm 'sec
7TT
0
where T was measured to be 700 C.
This value of $th is on the order of 50% lower than values
listed in Reactor Operations (12). This is consistent with re-
sults Bill Bley (11) has obtained in other parts of the reactor.
D.2. Core Gamma Heating
Consider an infinite planar medium of thickness t separated
from the reactor core by a thickness L of graphite. Assume
the core gamma flux to be a plane source with n energy
thgroups . The flux for the i group is
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S. = S R. (D.3)
1 01
.th-
where R. = fraction of gammas in i group
S = total source flux.
0
The total source flux is given by
2D (D.4.)
E R.E
n
where D = measured dose rate at core tank
th
E. = energy of i group
I
a a th
(- = mass absorption coefficient in air for i group.
.th
The i group gamma flux reaching the medium is given by
S. S
000
$= -- K. =--0 R.K. (D.5)
1 2 1 2 11i
where -x
K. dx (D.6)
0 LPoi
and yG.= total attenuation coefficient in graphite for
.th
i group.
.th
The energy deposited by the i group in a thickness
dx of the medium is given by
M .
dP. = B. GB.M i E..e-0i xdx (D.7)
i 1 ai i1i
or l? GB M M .B S R.K.e VlXdx (D.8)or dP. =BB.y.E. o i I
G th
where B.= build up factor in graphite for i group
M. thB.' = build up factor in medium for 1 group
1
P = energy absorption coefficient in medium forai
thi group
P = total attenuation coefficient in medium for
thi group
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th.
Defining the volumetric heat generation for the i group
as
t
H. = f dP. (D.9)
S t 0 1
M M
gives H. = BR K. B. ME ai l-eOi t (D.10)I 2 iii ii M t
Substituting equation (D.4) and summing over n gives the
total volumetric heat generation
DER. K .B. G B. M E . (ai M ) l iM tI
H = n y1 .M (D.llT 01
tERE (a) aiER i i(-i
n
The group parameters needed to evaluate equation (D.ll)
are given in Table D.2. The R 's have been taken from Frank
Berte's thesis (13), and the other parameters from ANL-5800
(14). The values for D2 0 have been taken as those given for
H20
Using the following values:
8
D = 1.3X10 r/hr (12)
t = 1 cm
tD20 = 30 cm
D20
L = 58.42 cm
gives, H = 10.91X10 watt/cm 3AL
H DO = 3.968X10 3 watt/cm 3
2
The core' gamma heating which has to be removed by the
helium coolant is that generated in the aluminum supply line,
the aluminum return line, the aluminum sphere, the aluminum
coils, the aluminum beam tube, and the D 0 moderator. These2
heat loads are given in Table D.3,
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Table D.2
Group Constants for Core Gamma Heating
KGroup Ei.,Mev R.
0.25
0.75
1.25
1.75
2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75
4.25
4.75
5.25
5.75
6.25
6.75
±
.5830
.2116
.0905
.0396
.0230
.0159
0102
.0081
.0057
.0042
.0029
.0017
.0012
.0006
B.AL
.00000
.00016
.00091
.00210
.00407
.00673
.01013
.01375
.01779
.02216
.02597
.03088
.03485
.03827
D2 0
ai
cm~1
i
D20 AL
P101 1
cmB G
108. 00
26.60
10.10
6.37
4.58
3.76
3.21
2.83
2.57
2.38
2.24
2.09
1.99
1.92
( a aAL P- i
ai-1 oi- cm2
cm cm gB D20
8.75
3.44
2.16
1.78
1.58
1.47
1.39
1.33
1.28
1.25
1.23
1.20
1.18
1.17
.3010
.1907
.1480
.1258
.1113
.1006
.0924
.0866
.0818
.0780
.0749
.0725
.0705
.0690
.0278
.0291
.0268
.0247
.0231
.0218
.0207
.0198
.0191
.0184
.0179
.0174
.0170
.0162
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
1.23
1. 11
1.07
1.05
1.04
1.03
1.03
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02-
1.02
1.01
1.01
ON
01
.0311
.0323
.0298
.0274
.0256
0.241
.0228
.0218
.0209
.0202
.0196
.0190
.0186
.0182
.12700
.08135
.06300
.05340
.04690
.04200
.03820
.03530
.03295
.03105
.02945
.02815
.02.706
.02618
.0754
.0756
.0699
.0648
.0613
.0585
.0564
.0548
.0535
.0523
.0516
.0510
.0506
.0503
Table D.3
Core Gamma Heat Load
Watts
Sup. Ret. Beam D 0
Line Line Sphere Coils Tube 2
0.786 0.786 5.055 0.878 3.943 58.832
D.3. Graphite Gamma Heating
The model used for calculating the induced heating
due to graphite capture gammas is shown in figure D.1
The medium in which the heating is to be calculated
is taken as. an infinite plane of thickness t. The graphite
in the thermal column is divided into slabs, and the gammas
generated in each slab are assumed to be an infinite plane
source at the center of the slab.
Following the procedure of section D.2 gives the
volumetric heat generat'on,
M
H = EB Mt) ESK B G (D.12)
0n
2t
where E = gamma ray energy = 5 Mev
B= build up factor for medium
ya = energy absorption coefficient fcr mediuma.,
p1M = total attenuation coefficient for medium
B. = build up factor for ith slab of graphite
thS. = gamma source flux for i slab
n = number of slabs
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FIGURE D.I. MODEL FOR GRAPHITE
GAMMA HEATING
CO, 
-x
K = f dxx (D. 13)
oL
y G= total attenuation coefficient for graphite
th
L. = distance from center of i slab to medium.i
Assuming graphite is a 1/v absorber and taking 2200 as
10 2 -TX csy -y(z-76.20cm)
2200 -(5.8X10O n/cm *sec)cos-a cos-b e
gives '
10 2200
Si 8(5.8X10 )Ea
Ti z y
sinhyA e yLi12
where
Ea2200 = 2200 m/sec absorption cross section for
-4
graphite = 2.728X10- /cm
=)2 + =0.03335/cm
L 2*ab
L = diffusion length of graphite = 53 cm
a = thermal column height = 162.1 cm
b = thermal column width = 161.1 cm
15.24 cm, o<z<7 6 .20 cm
A = slab thickness =
14.60 cm, 76.20 cm<z<l34.6 c-m.
Substituting equation .(D.15) into equation (D.12) gives
M
H = (23.2X101 0 )z 2 2 0 0EBM -apo)(1 e M tH - a
p0
2
T2 yt
Xsinhy EK.B Ge Li
n
(D.16)a
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(D. 14)
(D .15)
G1
The parameters needed to evaluate equation (D.16) have
been taken from ANL-5800(14) and are given in Table D.4.
Using these constants and the following values:
BD20 = 1.23
BAL = 1.01
SD 2 0 = 0.0198/cma
P D20 = 0.0301/cm
0
AL
= 0.0518/cm
Table D. 4
Constants for Graphite Gamma Heating
Li,cm
68.58
53..34
38.10
22.86
7.62
7.30
21.90
36.50
51.10
Ki
.01370
.03234
.08095
.2240,
.8379
.8690
.2403
.08948
.03681
2.53
2.19
1.86
1.51
1.17
1.16
1.49
1.82
2.15
= 0.0761/cm
= 30 cm
= 1 cm
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B.GSlab
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
AL
tD
tAL
0
gives,
--6 3
H = 2.707X10 watt/cm
D20
.2
-6 3
H = 8.502X10 watt/cm
AL
The heat due to graphite gamma heating which must be
removed by the coolant helium is given in Table D.5.
Table D.5
Graphite Gamma Heat Load
Milliwatt s
Sup. Ret. Beam D 0
Line Line Sphere Coils Tube 2
0.613 0.613 3.939 0.684 3.073 40.136
D.4. Fast Neutron Heating
The energy deposited in a medium due to the slowing down
of fast neutrons is given by
H = f EL S(E)h(E)dE (D.17)
where EL = energy lost per collision
E S(E)= scattering cross section
$(E) = fast neutron flux
Assuming isotropic scattering,
E 2A EL (A+l) 2
Assuming
$(E) = /E
and E s(E) = Constant
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gives
H = 2A E -AE
(A+l)2So
.(D.18)
where AE = energy range of fast neutrons.
The activation of a bare irradiated foil is given by
EC 00
(Act)B = f adE = f $adE + f $adE
0 0 h
(D.19)
c
where E = cadmium cut-off energy.
c
Assuming a is 1/v for E less than Ec, and 0 = /E for
E greater than E, gives
(Act)B 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 . 0o 0 (D.20)
a2 2 0 0 = 2200 m/sec activation cross section
I 00 = infinite dilute resonance integral.
The activation of a cadmium covered irradiated foil is
given.by
(Act)Cd / $adE = #PI = (Act)B/CR
E
c
(D.21
CR = cadmium ratio.
Using equations (D.21), (D.20), and (D.18) gives
H = 2AE $2200a2200 AE
(A+l) 2 I(CR-1)
(D.22)
Using,
$2200 = 5.80X10 n/cm 2-sec
AE = 10 Mev
CRAu = ill
a2 2 0 0 '=98.8b
Au
CO0 = 1490b
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where
where
AD 20
= 3.595(15)
A = 27AL
ED2 0 0.4519/cmS
L = 0.08434/cm
gives
6 3.HD = 6.633X10- watt/cm
D20
HAL 3.252X10 7 watt/cm3 .
The induced heat. due to fast neutrons which must be re-
moved by the coolant helium is given in Table D.6.
Table D.6
Fast Neutron Heat Load
Milliwatts
Sup.
Line
0.023
Ret.
Line
0.023
Sphere
0.151
Coils
0.026
Beam
Tube
0.118
D 02
98.346
The cobalt data'gives values about 60% higher than the gold
data; however, the fast neutron heat load is still very small
compared to the radiant heat transfer and core gamma heat load.
D.5. Cryostat Gamma Heating
Thermal neutrons cause heating. through the gamma rays
given off in the (n,y) reaction. As-suming the medium is a
1/v absorber and taking $ 2200 as given in equation (D.15),
results in
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11 2200(4.69X10 )E
S 2 a Sinhy- (D.23)
7T
where S = gamma flux
y = 0.03335/cm
E2200 = 2200 m/sec absorption cross section for the
a
medium
t = thickness of medium.
If gammas of different energies are given off, the flux
thfor the i group is
(4.64xi0 )E 2200R.
a I Sinh y (D.24)
.th
where R. = fraction of gammas given off in i1 group.
The volumetric heat generation is given by
(4.64x 11 2200
H = 2 SinhyZER yi E (D.25)
Tr y n
where n = number of energy groups
.thE. = energy of i group
Pa = energy absorption coefficient in medium foral
.th
1 group.
In D 0 one 6 Mev gamma is given off for every thermal2
neutron absorbed. Using,
E2200 = 3.323X10-5/cm
a
t = 30 cm
ya = .018.8/cm
gives
H 2 = 2.665X10 7 watt/cm 3.
2
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The gammas given off by aluminum have been separated
into 9 energy groups. The group constants, taken from ANL-
5800 (14), are given in Table D.7.
Table D.7
Group Constants for Aluminum Gamma Heating
Group
. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
E ,
Mev
0.5
1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
8.5
R.
1
pa'
cm-1
.67428
.55714
.19714
.17714
.17714
.05428
.05428
.05428
.05428
.0772
.0670
.0599
.0556
.0529
.0513
.0505
.0497
.0493
The fact that the R. 's- add up to two is due to the fact
that about 2 gamma
neutron absorbed.
Using,
E 2200
a
gives, HAL
rays are given off for every thermal
= 0. 01416/cm
1 cm
= 1.384X10- 5 watt/cm3
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The heat load due to cryostat gammas which must be re-
moved by the coolant helium is given in Table D.8.
Table D.8
Cryostat Gamma Heat Load
Milliwatts
Sup.
Line
0.998
Ret .
Line
0.998
Sphere
6.413
Coils
1.113
Beam
Tube
5.002
D 2 o
3.951
D.6. Radiant Heat Transfer
The radiant heat transfer from surface 1 ,to surface 2 is
given by
where
Q A 1 12 (T1 -T2
A = area of surface 1
a = Stefan-Boltzman constant
T = absolute temperature of surface 1
T = absolute temperature of surface 22
(D.26)
F12 = effective view factor from surface 1 to surface
2, and is given by
1-e1  A 1-e 2
e + F A e2112 2 2
(D.27)
e = emissivity of surface 1
e 2= emissivity of surface 2
F = geometric view factor from surface 1 to surface 212=
A2 area of surface 2.
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F1 2
where
Line Line SDhere
The radiant heat which must be removed by the coolant
helium is that transferred from the vacuum jacket to the helium
supply line, the helium return line, the moderator sphere,
and the beam tube. These heat loads are given in Table D.9.
The temperature of the vacuum jacket has been taken as
343 0K and the emissivity as 0.085. The temperature of the
supply line has been taken to be the same as the helium inlet
temperature. The temperature rise of the helium has been
estimated to be about' 60 K; therefore, the temperature of the
return line has been taken as 261K. The surface temperature
of the sphere has been calculated to be about 26)K (section
5.2). The temperature of the beam tube has been taken as its
average temperature (section D.8). The emissivities have been
taken from reference. 16.
Table D.9
Radiant Heat Load
Surface
Sup. Line
Ret. Line
Sphere
Beam Tube
T,0K
20
26
26
48
If the aluminum surfaces bec
ties may rise to a value of about
diant heat transfer will increase
resulting in a total heat load of
e
0.048
0.048
0.048
0.053
Q, watts
5.070
5.070
9.869
14.552
ome oxidized, their emissivi-
0..2. In this case the ra-
by about a factor of 4
215 watts and a helium
203
temperature rise of about 120 K.
D.7. Free Molecular Conduction
Free molecular conduction is the transport of heat from
the warm vacuum jacket to the cold surfaces by the molecules
remaining in the vacuum. The rate of heat transfer is given
by [17],
Q = GA P(T-T) (D.28)
where
2 2
A2 = area of cold surface
P = absolute pressure
T = temperature of warm surface
T2 temperature of cold surface
G = +[ .c R 11/2[ +y-l 81TfT1 a 2
y = specific heat
R = universal gas
M = gas molecular
a2 = accomodation
a = accomodation
A = area of warm
ir, y = 1.4
M = 29
a = 0.85
a2 = 1.00
A ( 
.. 1)A2 1 1
ratio
constant
weight
coefficient for cold surface
coefficient for warm surface
surface.
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and
(D.29)
where
For a
Using these values the heat load due to free molecular con-
duction has been calculated. The results are given in Table
D.10.
Table D.10
Free Molecular Conduction Heat Load
Surface T, OK Q, Milliwatts
Sup. Line 20 10.844
Ret. Line 26 10.743
Sphere 26 21.595
Beam Tube 48 27.274
It is expected that the pressure in the vacuum will be
-4
less than or equal to 10 mm of mercury; therefore, the value
has been used in the calculation. The temperature of the
vacuum jacket has been.taken as 3430 K. At a pressure of about
-25X10- Torr the free molecular conduction becomes equal to the
radiant .heat transfer.
D.8. Thermal Conduction
Since the helium supply and return lines and the beam
tube are in thermal condact with the shield block there will
be some heat conducted into the cryostat. To reduce this'
heat load the helium lines and beam tube have been insulated
from the shield block by stainless steel tubes approximately
17 inches long.
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Neglecting the small amount of heat generated in the beam
tube, the temperature of the aluminum section (figure 5.3)
is given by
(1-f-)
T = T + (T-T ) T
L k
[ s( -1+1
LT ks
(D.30)
where T = temperature at surface of sphere = 260 K
T =.temperature of shield block = 343 0K
0
x = distance measured from botton of shield block
L = total length of beam tube = 65 in
LT = length of stainless steel = 17.5 in
ka conductivity of aluminum = 128 Btu/hr*ft-4F
k = conductivity of stainless steel = 10 Btu/hr-ft-F
5
and the heat conducted into the sphere is given by
(T - T R7Dt
Q - L k )D.31)
T s
where D = diameter of beam tube =-3 inches -
t = thickness of beam tube = 0.065 inches.
Using the values listed gives
Q = 4.038 watts.
and an average temperature for the beam tube of 480K.
Again neglecting heat generation, the heat conducted into
the helium lines is-give3n by
(T -T1 )k TrDt
L1s (D.32)
where T temperature of the line
D = diameter of stainless steel tube =2E in.
t = thickness of stainless steel tube = 0.02 in.
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For the supply line, T = 200K and
Q = 1.247 watts.
For the return line, t1 = 260 K and
Q = 1.222 watts.
A summary of the heat loads is given in Table 5.1.
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Appendix. E
Helium Pressure Drop Calculations
E.1 Supply and Return Lines
The pressure drop through the helium supply and return
lines is
where
given by
02
dP =32m
=L f2 c p5D5
D = tube diameter
f = Fanning friction factor
0
m = mass flow rate.
Since the flow rate is 55.09 lbm/hr, the Reynolds number
4is greater than 2X10 and the friction factor is given by [1]
f 0.046 =0.0I46(,2,i2p) 2
R0.2 0Re 4lm
where
(E.2)
P = viscosity.
Substituting into equation (E.1) gives
0
1i .1472(m) 18(11) 0.2
Pgc D*
0
M = 55. 09 lbm/hr
y = 0.00813 lbm/hr-ft
p = 0.1952 lbm/ft 3
D = 0.93in.
dP= 1.1257X10~4 ps/ipsiin
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(E.1)
Using
gives
(E.3)
The supply and return lines are each 130 inches long;
therefore the pressure drop for each one is
AP = 0.01463 psi.
E.2. Cooling Coils
The cooling coil consists of four diameter aluminum
coils operated in parallel. Each coil has an entrance, an
exit, and four 90 degree turns. The pressure drop for. each
coil is give.n by
AP = (dP)L + AP + AP + 4AP (E.4)dL ent ext 9.0
dP
where d = pressure drop along the length of the coil
L = length of coil
Pent = entrance pressure drop
Pext = exit pressure drop
P9 0 = 90 degree turn pressure drop.
The pressure drop along the length of the coil is given
by equation (E.3). The entrance pressure drop is given by
(1),
02 D
APent = 8m[1.4 - 16( c)4 (E.5)
e 2pD , L
where D = diameter of coil tube
C
D = diameter of supply and return lines.
The exit pressure drop is given by (1)
02 D
APex 2m-- [16( _ ) - 0.12] (E. 6)
g.Tr pDc L
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The 90 degree turn pressure drop is given by (1)
P90  c 9 (E.7)
where
(W)90 =
Substituting equations (E.3), (E.5), (E.6), and (E.7)
into equation (E.4) gives
62
AP 8m (0 184) ("T )0 .2 (L+124Dc) + 1.28], (E.8)
T gpDc D c4m C
Using
m = (55.09 lbm/hr)
p = 0.1952 lbm/ft 3
D = 0.2725 in
y= 0.00813 lbm/hr-ft
L = 60 in
gives
AP =.0.37848 psi
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